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Hon. Albert A. Parmentier
Let us pause for a fe\\- moments to pay tril)ute to a man who for
nearly 34 years served the City of Laconia unselfishly, impartially,
efficiently and honorably.
I know I express the unanimous opinion of the citizens of Laconia
in saying that in the passing- of Earl Flanders we have lost a dear
friend, a God-fearing and public spirited citizen.
It is with appreciation and gratitude that I take this opportunity
to thank the citizens of Laconia for electing me as mayor.
It is wonderful to think that people are still in a state of mind where
a choice of candidates is the democratic way of this vast country.
Their rights must still be protected and just the fact that more people
voted in this biennial election proves that they are interested in pre-
serving this privilege of voting.
Making history in Laconia is traditional. For the past 54 years,
that is, since 1893, Laconia has seen history being made by the various
men who have held this office. It is deeply gratifying to think that
I have been chosen to succeed these men and I shall do my best to
serve and fulfill this appointment for my term of office.
I realize, more than ever, how much hard work and sound thinking
is entailed in the task that confronts us in the future. I am sure that
the council and I will endeavor to give you a sound and effective
administration based on business principles, as much as possible.
Our financial situation as former Mayor Barney has told me, is in
a good condition and the serial debt has still been maintained under
1% of our total valuation. This administration, I have been informed,
starts the fiscal year of 1947 with a balance. However, we must face
the realities of what will have to be done in the next few years to
come. These are musts if we are to show a progressive administra-
tion and if we are to have a city for us to be proud of in the future.
As for improvements, we all know that the citizens of Laconia
want the water pollution problem cleared. They have expressed their
opinion strongly for a complete process of sewage disposal to be in-
stalled, work upon which should be started in the very near future.
The only regret that I have regarding the whole situation is that the
problem has not been thoroughly studied and sound bases upon which
to proceed have not been adecjuately established by the former coun-
cil. Therefore, the new council must reach some definite and concrete
conclusion and it must plan this matter in the very near future, so
that construction could be started in the latter part of the spring or
early summer.
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As former Mayor Smith mentioned while administering the city
affairs, the necessity of a new hre station, poHce station and city hall
still confronts us today. It seems of paramount importance that this
problem be studied and acted upon. These three important depart-
ments of the city cannot tolerate such gossip as had been going on
for years. Another important problem is one of Public Rest Rooms.
I shall in the near future present a plan to the council for their con-
sideration.
Also mentioned lately is the parking meter problem and parking
in general in the city. I will confer with the Police Department so
that if possible, action may be taken at the meeting of March 31st if
all data is available at such time.
The council will also be asked to appropriate a small sum of money
for the erection of a placque in honor of our World War II Veterans
until such time as a permanent Memorial be decided upon by the
present War Memorial committee. It seems rather shameful to think
that mothers and wives of this city cannot point out publicly the name
of their son, daughter or husband, as the case may be, who has sacri-
ficed his life for the freedom that we now enjoy.
The smallest of towns that one may drive through have a Memorial
plaque of some kind or other. Is it not time that we decorate our
city with such a plaque? The Memorial may take some time to be
decided upon, as opinions on this subject vary innumerably.
The departments of our city are no doubt endeavoring to give our
citizens of Laconia their best efforts. With materials becoming more
and more plentiful, I am sure that streets and sidewalks will be main-
tained in good condition. A definite program will be followed for
any new development of streets and sidewalks in the city. The need
of another snowloader must be studied. Proper maintenance of our
trucks and equipment will be discussed by the city engineer, Mr.
O'Mara, and myself.
All other departments and their problems will be given complete
and individual attention, and any recommendations for improvements
will be suggested to the council.
As a recommendation, I now ask the Chief of Police to establish
in our schools a junior police force to help his department in operating
an efficient traffic and safety measure for school children in this city.
If I can be of any assistance to the Chief of Police on this problem. I
shall be only too glad to be at his disposal at any time.
Our schools rank with the best in the state, and I sincerely believe
that Headmaster Willis B. Gifford and Superintendent Rhoden B.
Eddy have given all their time and efforts into maintaining them as
such. May we continue to improve them as we go along. I firmly
believe that the City Government and the School System should work
hand and hand and in close cooperation, one with the other.
I do not approve of a municipality acquiring any property other
than for a specific public purpose. The tax situation is serious enough
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without making an additional burden based upon a practice of going
outside the purposes and intent of municipal government. Some
people are of the opinion that we maintain too many parks, but let us
remember what a valuable asset they are to the citizens of Laconia.
We can be thankful that we do have our parks as they keep our
children off the streets, thereby, reducing the number of accidents in
our city.
The Weirs, as we all know, have now submitted a complete plan
for recreation to the State Legislature for an expenditure of approxi-
mately one million dollars. If the State Legislature approves and
loans the financial aid for the project, I am in favor of this new
development, if it does not call, as it is my understanding, for any
expenditure of large sums of money on the part of the City of Laconia.
I do not understand how it is that The Weirs, for all practical pur-
poses, has no representation in our city council, it seems to me .hat
it has interest peculiar to that section and the best way to serve its
people is by direct representation. I was surprised to learn that the
residents of The Weirs do not even have a polling place, instead, they
have to come to Lakeport or to Opechee Park depending on which
side of the channel they reside. It seems to me that the remedy is
to have The Weirs, so-called, as a separate ward.
We must all realize that the City of Laconia is growing and expand-
ing and will continue to do so in the years to come. Realizing this,
I am also aware of the fact that the council can only visualize so many
problems, and that we cannot foresee all of them. I earnestly urge
the creation of a planning board providing five or six sound business
men. including representatives of our Chambers of Commerce of both
Laconia and The Weirs.
This country has just emerged from a terrific struggle that A\e may
keep our democratic way of living. Politically, our democratic
system consists of two parties, and so it should be—it is a healthy
method by which one acts as a check upon the other, thus assuring the
people the best type of government. This principle has permeated
through the federal and state governments. However, we in Laconia,
have not followed this principle in its entirety. I have noticed that
most boards or administrative bodies elected by the Council are made
up of one party This conflicts with the practices of true and repre-
sentative government.
I believe very strongly that the minority party should at all times
be recognized. There is not a single state board or commission on
which the minority is not represented. Most municipalities have
recognized the minority party. Therefore, for better government and
for a truer representative government, I will earnestly request the
Council to recognize the minority party and to nominate and elect
a member of the minority party to the boards of assessors, public
health, fire engineers, park commission.
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The question of our tax assessors has been pointed out repeatedly
to me and I must therefore caution the council to appoint men who
are qualified and experienced in real and personal estate, as well as
the duties of assessors. Valuations in the years to come are to play
a vital role in our city. Therefore, men with sound business prin-
ciples should be appointed.
As we all know, the City Solicitor will leave us in the near future.
I wish to caution the council in making their decision for a new ap-
pointee on this position. They must select a man who has had years
of practice and whose reputation has been thoroughly studied. Read-
ing in our newspapers lately some very good men have applied for this
position. Seniority and ability should be the requirements for this
important post.
Our Airport, as you all know, is one of the finest in New England.
As a young pilot and chairman of the Airport Authority composed of
fine men, progressive thinking in the line of improvements will be
given by this board. It is my intention to call a meeting of the mem-
bers of the Airport Authority and to invite the operators and any
others interested in Aeronautics to attend.
As a last remark, I wish to remind Council that we are entering into
an important era in the history of Laconia. Many new projects will
have to be undertaken. The people of Laconia will have to be kept
informed as to what is being planned. This may be accomplished
by way of newspaper, radio and attendance at Council meetings. As
we all know, the greater the expenditures, the higher the taxes for
everyone concerned. The Council, regardless of party affiliations
will be placed on record as, to how they can administer the city
afifairs in a sound business manner rather than on a basis of political
expediency. I firmly believe the council and myself will try and give
the City of Laconia the best administration possible.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Morris for the use of
the theatre, also those who have helped in preparing this inauguration.
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The City Council was elected
March 11, 1947
Standing Committees of City Council
Accounts and Claims:
Councilmen Monahan, Woodward and
Bucklin.
Elections and Returns :
Councilmen Bucklin, Tilton and Foster.
Engrossed Ordinances :
Councilmen Tilton, Raymond and
Woodward.
Finance :
Mayor Parmentier, Councilmen Ray-
mond and Monahan.
Fire Department:
Councilmen Woodward, Monahan and
Bucklin.
Lighting Streets :
Councilmen Monahan, Tilton and
Woodward.
Lands and Buildings :





Parks and Commons :
Councilmen Bucklin,
Foster.
Police and Licenses :
Councilmen Raymond,
Tilton.












City Auditor Dana S. Beane, Jr.
City Clerk Charlfs E. Lop.i
City Engineer Arnold J. 0'Mar\
























Overseer of Poor Frank R. PacKER
Planning Director William Blakey
Police Chief George N. Hubbard
Probation Officer Robert P. Tilton
Sealer of Weights
and Measures Joseph R. Chase
Tax Collector Amos J. Dinsmoor
BOARDS, COMMISSIONS
AND TRUSTEES
Board of Assessors :
Raymond B. Lakeman, Chairman; Har-
rison E. Morin, George A. Milette.
Board of Examination of Plumbers :
Arnold J. O'Mara, Leon Labranche,
Bertram G. Walker.
Board of Health :
Charles D. Dockham, Chainuan ; Earl
J. Gage, M.D., Robinson W. Smith,
DVM.
Board of Public Works :
Harry L. Smith, President ; Oscar L.
Hoyt, Willis G. Watscn.
Fence Viewers :
Arnold J. O'Mara, Albert W. Head,
Archie Tardif.
Licensing Board :
F. E. Normandin, CJiairman; Mayor
Albert A. Parmentier, Chief George N.
Hubbard.
Park Commission :
Robinson W. Smith, Chairman; Mal-
colm E. Barney, Amelia G. Hescock,
Clarence E. Rowe, Charles E. Lord.
Planning Board :
William W. Keller, Chairman; For-
tunat A. Normandin, Secretary, Albert
J. Boudreau, Willard G. Martm,
Norman P. Randlett, Haven E.
Flanders.
Ex-Officio Members :
Albert A. Parmentier, Mayor, Claude
W. Foster, Councilman, Arnold J.
O'Mara, City Engineer.
Police Commission :
F. E. Normandin, Chairman; Charles
J. Pitman, Clarence E. Rowe.
Trustees o? the Laconia Public Li-
brary :
Henry T. Turner. Chairman; Charles
F. /Ayers, Edward J. Gallagher, Marion
B. Lawson, Alice S. Harriman, Ruth
H. Smith, Rhoden B. Eddy, cx-officio.
Trustees of Trust Fund:
Edgar B. Prescott, Chairman; Kenneth














LeRoy Sanborn, Walter A. Wood-













Arthur J. Dutile, Ernest A. Hudson,
Gast -n Jordan, Gerard Morin
Ward 3
Selectmen:
H. Ernest Ringer, Theo. B. Stafford,
Amos J. Dinsmoor









Alathew Newell, Elmer S. Tilton,
James Carroll, David Wilkinson
Ward 4
Selectmen:










Robert P. Tilton, Fred M. Brown,














Sadie M. Pike, Millie C. Pearson,
Albert Fecteau, Truman S. French
Ward 6
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Kenneth E. Gould, Maurice L.
Flanders
Inspectors:
John M. Ewing, Maurice L. Flanders.
Paul S. Mastine, Eva Trumbull
Chairman of Supervisors of Check list:
Joseph T. Guay
IN REVIEW
Installation of parking- meter,«;
providing better parking facilities
and incidentally adding to the
city's income.
Reorganization of the Fire De-
partment into a two - platoon
system.
Dr. Normandin Square
named to honor the memory of
Dr. Armand Normandin.
City Planning Board estab-
lished to provide for the orderly
and desirable development of the
City.
G. A. R. Hall restored follow-
ing fire.
Old City Lock-up torn down
and replaced by a new one.
The construction of a public
wharf at The Weirs approved
and the money made available
for its construction.
The generous gift of land by
Mr. and Mrs. Archie L. Tardiff
for a Children's Playground was
received.
Fire-alarm boxes were ordered
installed on all public schools.
Flood-lights were installed at
the Laconia High School Athle-
tic Field for night football
games, and money voted to re-
surface the playing field.
Bids were asked for the con-
struction of sewers and pumping
stations for the proposed sewer-
age treatment plant. Bids were
received only on the pumping
station from contractors, thus







Henry T. Turner, Cliainnan
Mrs. a. H. Harriman
Mrs. Robinson W. Smith





Barbara B. Cotton Librarian









During the past fiscal year
$18,848.46 was expended by the
trustees for operating the La-
conia Public Library and the Goss
Reading Room. This represents
a per capita expense of $1.23 for
the entire population of the City.
The budget, prepared by the
trustees and the librarian a year
ago, contained nineteen items of
expenditure such as salaries,
books, telephone, etc. These in-
dividual items were carefully
considered and all expenditures
planned accordingly.
The total amount of $3,000 was
expended for books. Of this
amount 30% was used for addi-
tions to the juvenile collection.
It is gratifying to know that dur-
ing the past five years the total
number of books added to the
collection has steadily increased
each year. In 1943 1100 books
were catalogued, while in 1947
that number was increased to
2101. It is equally important that
the contents of any library be
weeded sytematically of obsolete
and worn out material. A total
of 1145 volumes was discarded
last year. The library collection
now consists of approximately
41,392 volumes.
The total circulation at the
main library numbered 49,665.
This represents a small decrease
from that of the previous year.
The adult circulation of non-fic-
tion increased, especially in the
arts, sciences, travel, biography
and current periodicals, while
















Reading- Room was closed five
weeks for repairs, tiie total cir-
culation was 7.655, only 265 less
than in 1946. The customary fine
of two cents a day for an over-
due book totaled $888.30. The re-
ceipts from the duplicate copies
of rental books were $199.57. For-
ty-nine books and four periodicals
were borrowed from other libra-
ries for the use of Laconia pa-
trons. Thirty recordings were re-
ceived from the splendid collec-
tion at the State Library.
Of the total budget. $7,689.54
was expended for salaries. The
staff was augmented last fall by
one experienced part-time assist-
ant and at present consists of the
librarian, assistant librarian, one
full-time desk attendant and three
part-time attendants.
The staff re-registered all pa-
trons who used the library during
the year. Cards were issued to
1.488 adults and 686 juveniles.
Ninety-two residents of neighbor-
ing towns and visitors to Laconia
cUjOyed the privileges of the li-
1 rary for the nominal fee of $1.00.
Each day brings its share of
reference work. A large percent-
age of daily telephone calls per-
tains to routine questions which
may be answered with informa-
tion easily obtained, while other
requests require several hours of
research.
The small reading room, used
for reference and children's books
has been completely redecorated.
Fluorescent lighting and new
paint have made this the most at-
tractive room in the library. More
bookshelves have been added to
provide additional space for the
juvenile collection. Revolving
bookcases have been removed
from the main foyer, and wall
cases for displaying adult non-fic-
tion books have been built in the
large reading room. A railing has
been placed at the front entrance
for the convenience of the pa-
trons.
In addition to the story hour,
which is a weekly attraction dur-
ing July and August, the library
has planned a sustained program
of educational films for the chil-
dren. Due to the limited space
available, these groups are di-
vided into sections of children in
grades one through four and
grades five through eight. Pro-
grams suitable for children of
these ages are shown. About 250
youngsters attended two Christ-
mas entertainments. Both colored
and black and white films per-
taining to New Hampshire, chil-
dren of other countries, birds and
animals were shown to very en-
thusiastic young audiences dur-
ing the months of January and
February.
The Park, enjoyed annually by
hundreds of visitors and resi-
dents, was maintained in the




Dr. Robinson W. Smith, Chainnan
Malcom C. Barney
Charles E. Lord
Dr. Clarence E. Rowe
Mrs. Amelia G. Hescock Secretary




The Laconia Park Commission
held many meetings during 1947.
studying post-war needs and
minimum requirements of the
city to take care of healthful rec-
reational programs for an en-
larged youthful population of boys
and girls.
Many and varied have l:ieen the
requests and suggestions from
interested fathers and mothers
and friends of children. These
have been gladly received, dis-
cussed on their relative merits,
and adopted or postponed usually
with an eye to the limited budget
which a Park Commission has to
spend. Replacements of equip-
ment, worn out during the war,
loss by fire of valuable property
during the previous year have
been two serious problems.
New Playground
Through the generosity of
Archie L. Tardif, land for a new
playground on Pine Hill was
given to provide another much
needed recreation spot for our
youth. This newest acquisition
will be known as Tardif Park.
The women in this section of the
city have demonstrated a most co-
operative spirit in raising money
to provide equipment for the play-
ground and the building which
will be constructed by the city.
Thus, Laconia has come one step
closer to adequate facilities for
the children.
Swimming
Opechee and Leavitt Parks had
their usual busy swimming sea-
son, with two small bathhouses
replacing the large building de-
stroyed by fire at Opeeche. While
no exact record of bathers was
kept, the total easily figured many
thousands. During the year ar-
rangements were made for pur-
chase of the beach at Leavitt
Park for 1948, to be known as
Bond Beach, in memory of Jacob
Bond.
Park Building
At Wyatt Park existing club-
house facilities were enlarged
with an added room exclusively
for the use of children. The
women who contributed so lib-
erally in time, money and furni-
ture for the main room deserve
a special word of commendation.
Summer Activities
Luprovements were made ex-
tensively at Pearl Street, and
Opechee on the baseball diamond.
Baseball, swimming, and tennis
have been supervised activities.
Winter Activities
Hockey at Pearl Street, skating
at Wyatt, Leavitt, and Casino
Square were enjoyed throughout
the winter season.
Looking Ahead
Laconia with a remarkable re-
cord for growth in population
needs a long range plan for park
development based on recrea-
tional needs, and city beautifica-
tion.









Ruth A. Smith, Mrs., Secretary
Rhoden B. Eddy Sitpt. of Schools
Vera M. Lewis Asst. in Supervision
Report of Chairman :
As Chairman of your School
Board it again becomes my pleas-
ant duty to report to you that the
Board has done its utmost during
the last year to maintain a satis-
factory school system for the bet-
ter education of all of our chil-
dren. The Board wishes however
that the citizens and tax payers
would show a little more interest
and attend Board Meetings which
are public and gain a first hand
knowledge of some of our prob-
lems. Education today is expen-
sive and our appropriations are
necessarily large but it is our opin-
ion that the education of your
children is by far the most impor-
tant problem that confronts us
and the more you pay for their
education, the better citizens we
will produce in the future. Our
system is being managed by a
very competent superintendent in
the person of Mr. Rhoden B. Eddy
and he deserves your support as
his problems at times are very
difficult and his advice has in
everv case been of the best.
I wish that every tax payer
could view our buildings and see
what we need as some of them
are not efficient according to 194S
standards but you all must real-
ize that we have to obtain our
money from the City Council with
which we are on very friendly
terms and they have granted us
our requests as best they can un-
der the present conditions of high
prices. I further wish that every
tax payer would go over the items
of our budget and see and realize
what education costs today. For
the coming year the appropria-
tion is about $325,000.00 and our
estimated receipts are $65,000.00
or a total school expense of about
$393,000.00. Teachers alone cost
about $283,000 and they are not
over paid.
Our machinery, books and ap-
paratus are constantly wearing
out and need replacing. Our heat-
ing plants are not of the best and
our ventilating systems need
great improvement and all of this
takes tax money.
I wish again that as you all
read the City Report that you
would not pass by the School Re-
port for it is your money that is
being expended and the Budget
that the Board and the City Coun-
cil have approved is the best we
can do under the circumstances
but in reality could have been
much larger. Our city is growing
and it costs more money to run
it and there are still many things
we ought to have that we have to
go without. Again let me repeat,
the School Board would like to
have the tax payers show an
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added interest by appearing- be-
fore the Board with suggestions
for the betterment of our system.
Report of Superintendent :
Two school reports were writ-
ten in 1947 to be contained in the
53rd and 54th City Reports which
were published that year. (Please
see pages 56 through 7Z of the
54th, 1947, City Report for statis-
tical and financial information for
the school year ending June 30,
1947). Statistical and financial in-
formation for the present school
year, 1947-1948, will not be avail-
able until after June 30, 1948, con-
sequently this material awaits
publication in the next report.
The influence of six major fac-
tors in the educational program
determine the excellence of the
school, system any community
provides for its boys and girls.
These factors are
:
First The quality of the teach-
ing staff.
Second The things that are
taught (the curriculum)
Third The soundness of the
teaching procedures and
the variety of learning
opportunities devised
Fourth The spirit, or degree of
cordial atmosphere, sur-
rounding the pupil's life
in school
Fifth The school services
available (transporta-
tion, attention to unu-
sual physical and mental
needs, lunch services,
etc.)
Sixth The healthfulness of the
school surroundings (the
school building, its fa-
cilities and its equip-
ment).
Each major factor is important
in its own right. The quality de-
pends upon the degree of excel-
lence in each. The efforts of the
entire school personnel should be
directed to the improvement
(growth) of each factor. Provid-
ing that there is adequate finan-
cial support and public under-
standing, the public should see
clear evidence of this growth.
It is not my purpose in this brief
report to attempt a discussion of
each factor or to list any of the
almost innumerable sub-factors
that fall under each of the six ma-
jor factors. My purpose is to pro-
vide a simple "yardstick" by
which many measurements may
be made. For example
:
(a) Measure the total school
achievement as you know it.
(b) Evaluate the teaching staff
and the various school ser-
vices and activities.
(c) Evaluate the general policies
under which the school sys-
tem appears to be operating.
(d) Evaluate the efforts and re-
sults of the superintendent.
(e) Evaluate your own thinking
about the schools and their
purpose, or bring to bear new
ideas you have gained through
your reading, or from other
sources.
(f) Evaluate the requests for
financial support made each
year.
(g) Compare your school system
with others that you may
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know about, using this "yard-
stick" in your comparisons,
(h) Try to judge particular items
of importance to you where
the schools are concerned by
the measure provided.
The development of a school
system that will meet the individ-
ual needs of hundreds of boys
and girls for their entire public
school lives, that will prepare
them for their adult lives, that
will develop the citizenship needed
to keep American Democracy
alive in the world of today and
tomorrow :—This is a large order
for any community and its publu:
school administration.
In Laconia every effort is bein'];'
made to maintain and improve tlT"
c|uality of each of the six factors
of influence listed.
The beginning and end of our
efforts concern the well being cf
Laconia's boys and girls.
ENROLLMENT
Accurate enrollment figures for
the present school year cannot he
given now, but using figures of
this date (May, 1948) gives an in-
sight of population trends in our
schools. Average Membershi-i is
that figures indicating exactly the
number of pupils coming to school
over a given period of time ; Total
Enrollment is that figure indicat
ing the greatest number of pupils
who have been in school at any
one time during the year.
Comparisons in Enrollment
In kindergarten up through
grade eight 1947-1948 shows an
increase of nearly one hundred
pupils. The high school has not
yet exerted that "holding power"
which it had before the war, al-
though the larger junior high
school enrollment will be reflected
in the senior high school in the
coming year. There is every indi-
cation, from a consultation of the
records of birth during the past
six years, that the oncoming
school population will demand
more extensive school building
space than the city now has avail-
able.
Elementary School Statistics
Due to the relatively small and
scattered elementary school build-
ings, the matter of 'evening up'
the enrollment in each building
and grade throughout the city
will continue to be a problem and
inequalities in the number of pu-
pils per teacher will continue to
exist. In total number of pupils






Klem. Grade 1-6 899 773.08
Junior H.S. Grs. 7-3 322 310.45
Senior H.S. Grs. 9-12 615 561.97
Totals 1,928 1,727.18










elementary school grades are of
average size and only a necessary
number of teachers are employed.
Average
Number No. Pupils
Grade Teachers Per Grade
Kindergarten 2 23 (four sess'ns)
Gr. I 5 2>i
Gr. II 5 29
Gr. Ill 5 27
Gr. IV 5 26
Gr. V 4 30
Gr. IV 4 ZZ
Each teacher keeps her class
for two years in our elementary
schools and the plan is bringing
greater and greater benefits to
the pupils each year. Our pres-
ent situation is a 'far cry' from
the procedure of a few years ago
when almost rural conditions ex-
isted in Laconia's elementary
schools; in 1943-1944. for exam-
ple, half the children in the city
were in classrooms where the
teacher had two grades to teach.
The reorganization of grades
took no more teachers, but it does




The total expenditures for the
year ending June 30, 1947, appear
on page 64 of the 1947 City Re-
port.
The item for Pupils' Supplies,
in comparison to the total annual
expenditure for schools is always
relatively small. In 1946-1947,
for example, Laconia spent a to-
tal of $260,762.58, and of this
amount $8,721.87 (about 3%) was
spent for supplies. (This sum
purchased no more supplies, and
perhaps fewer, than $5,000 pur-
chased a few years previously.)
There is sometimes the feeling
that the supply item is either a
source of extravagance or a place
in the budget where a great sav-
ings can be made, that here is a
place for better management. As
a matter-of-fact purchasing and
handling supplies takes an undue
amount of administrative time
despite efiforts to handle these
matters efficiently. In late years
buying supplies on 'bid' has been
either impossible or impracticable
because of shortages and sky-
rocketing prices. Nevertheless, a
large amount of time is taken to
buy at the proper moment and in
the proper quantity to efifect a
savings. (For example: Common
school pencils, of good quality,
are now selling for $3.00 a gros?
in lots of one to forty-nine gross,
and for $2.76 a gross in lots of
fifty to ninety-nine gross ; we buy
pencils every second year to take
advantage of the lower prices in
the larger quantity. The same is
true of paper which is sold at
lower prices in larger lots.)
Laconia boys and girls are
given adequate supplies for the
educational program being carried
on, but there is no extravagance
(see figures below.) The nature
of the ofifering determine the
quantity used; the junior high
school and senior high school sup-
ply cost is greater than the ele-
mentary school cost because of
shops, home economics, and com-
mercial department.
Supplies are those materials
which pupfls use in their work at
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school which are consumed in a use they pay for the supplies
single year. 'Common' supplies, used.) 'Physical Education' sup-
to list a few are: paper, pencils, plies are: volley balls, nets, soft
workbooks, crayons, erasers, etc. balls, bats, etc. 'Area Vocational
'Shop' supplies consist of lumber, School' supplies are really 'Shop'
steel, printing ink, sheet metal, supplies that are used in the Area
electrical wire, etc. 'Home Eco- Vocational School division of the
nomic' supplies consist of : foods high school. It may be of interest
used in cooking, cloth, thread, to examine supply costs for the
needles, etc. (When pupils make school year 1946-1947:
articles for their own personal
Expenditures for Pupils Supplies 1946-1947
Cost Cost
Total Per Pupil Per Pupil
Elementary Schools Expend. Per Year Per Day
Spent for 'Common' Supplies $2,704.87 $3.35 .0186
Junior High Scliool
Spent for 'Common' Supplies 833.61
" 'Shop' Supplies 540.42
" " 'Home Econ.' Supplies 159.46
" " 'Phy. Educ.' Supplies 51.72
Total for J. H. S $1,585.21 $6.05 .034
Senior High School
Spent for 'Common' Supplies $2,009.72
" " 'Shop' Supplies 1,676.96
"' " 'Home Econ.' Supplies 167.51
" 'Phy. Educ' Supplies 107.08
" " 'Area Voc' Supplies 326.57
Total for Senior High School $4,287.84 $6.64 .037
AVhen the supply expenditure receives careful consideration,
is examined, and when Laconia's ^^^^ quality, quantity, and supply
unusually fine offering is taken ,. ., . , ,, •, •
, ^- ^, ^ • distribution to the pupils is given
into consideration, the cost is r r o
found to be extremely moderate. ^ large amount of time and atten-
Despite this fact, the expenditure tion in the superintendent's office.
.it^
Fuel Purchases
During the war years and for
one year afterwards there was
no discretion in purchasing fuel.
Prices were fixed and dealers and
purchasers were 'frozen.' In 1946-
1947 Scott & Williams sold some
of its surplus coal to the School
Department at $8.00 a ton (a fa-
vor typical of the many favors
Scott & Williams renders La-
conia.) Delivered, this soft coal
cost the city about $9.50. Hard
coal (about 150 tons) was pur-
chased by special price agreement.
Coal purchases for the present
year, 1947-1948, were made by
bid, and the practice will be con-
tinued as loner as circumstances
permit. Strikes and war shortages
may constitute such adverse cir-
cumstances.
Repairs—Decoration
Building maintenance is one of
the most time consuming duties
of the superintendent and a con-
tinual expense to the city. There
are eight buildings requiring con-
stant attention of plumbers, paint-
ers, electricians, carpenters, ma-
sons, and roofers. Roughly the
property is worth $1,000,000. The
buildings are old for the most part,
yet all are structually good. We
are trying to keep them up and to
improve them. In 1946-1947 the






$ 783.39 plus $53.50 in the physical education corrective room
$2,281.11
H. S. Cafeteria
The Practical Arts building cost
about $125,000, and is now worth
nearly twice that sum of money.
Your superintendent found the
entire first floor an unused 'catch
all.' when he came in 1943. In
other words, space that cost, orig-
inally, approximately $40,000
—
one-third of a whole building
was not being used. A large cafe-
teria was badly needed, more
classroom space was badly needed.
Over a period of three years about
$9,000 was spent to bring this
formerly wasted space into use.
When the time comes, and the
need for more shop space arises,
the city will have available, at
little additional cost, nearly 5,000
square feet of floor space for the
purpose. Meantime the school, and
the city, have secured, at very
slight cost, a fine school cafeteria.
Coiumunity groups have used the
cafeteria for dinners and banquets
about twenty-five times in the
period of two years. The room
formerly used for a small cafe-
teria was freed for other badly
needed uses.
ACADEMY STREET FIRE
On November 8, 1947, the Acad-
emy St. School building suffered
a fairly bad fire. Spontaneous
combustion in the coal filled the
cellar with explosive gas which
ignited. The resulting fire caused
damage amounting to $15,752.
After adjustments the city col-
lected $15,352. The city is indebted
to Mr. Reginald Bisson who rep-
resented the School Board as ad-
juster. It was due to Mr. Bis-
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son's painstaking" work -with the
insurance adjusters that such a
fair settlement was obtained.
Air. Archie Tardif was ap-
pointed by the School Board to
take charge of repairing and reno-
vating the building. Under the 2.
efftcient and very co-operative di-
rection of Mr. Tardif the building
was ready for occupancy the sec- 3.
ond week in January, 1948.
As a natural result of repairs,
painting, plastering, and electrical
work recjuired to put the building
back in condition the city gained
several thousand dollars, in that
little inside painting will be ne- 4.
cessary for some time, the old
electrical system was almost com-
pletely renewed with modern B-X
cable, the cellar was painted and
the ceiling plastered, the boiler 5.
room and coal bin made nearly
fire proof.
The city is indebted not only
to Mr. Bisson and Mr. Tardif, but 6.
also to the Melcher & Prescott
Insurance Agency for its help and
cooperation in the insurance set- 7.
tlement; we are particularly in-
debted to the Laconia Fire De-
partment for the efficient job done
l)y Assistant Fire Chief Henry
Shorey and his men in extinguish-
ing a dangerous fire. 8.
NOTES OF THE PRESENT
SCHOOL YEAR
The following brief notes indi-
cate some of the new departures 9.
undertaken by the schools this
year, or otherwise inform you of
new developments.
1. Driving instruction, class-
room and actual automobile 10.
driving, inaugurated in Feb-
ruary. We are indebted to
Mr. Clyde Cantin for help in
securing a dual drive car, at
no cost to the city through
the Automobile Association
of America.
A definite program of guid-
ance established at the high
school.
Further re-organization of
the high school curriculum
to meet more fully the needs
of the individual pupil and
to make fuller use of our
superior high school facili-
ties.
Special attention to the tech-
niques of developing and
maintaining the fundamental
skills in the 'tool' subjects in
the elementary grades.
Development of technicjues
of reporting pupil progress
to the parent in the element-
ary grades.
Development of procedures
for improving reading abil-
ity in the elementary grades.
Beginning of a 'Resources
Room' for teacher use in
studying- school problems, in
encouraging more profes-
sional reading, and for filing
special educational materials.
The School Board authorized
a Veterans On The Farm
Training Program for vet-
erans with special needs in
the fields of agriculture.
Mayor Parmentier and the
City Council authorized fur-
ther improvement of the high
school athletic field and play-
ing area.
Laconia received its first
'State Aid' for educational
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purposes under the school
aid law of 1947. Thirty-one
thousand Three hundred dol-
lars came to the Laconia
School Department to help
reduce local taxation for
schools. This is about 10%
of the total.
CONCLUSION
There is a continuous effort to
encourage the development of
a practicable democratic spirit
throughout the school system. It
is my conviction that such a spirit
must temper the attitude of the
administration if the boys and
girls are to experience this same
spirit in their school living.
One of education's most press-
ing objectives is the development
of citizens who understand, and
who will naturally accept, the re-
sponsibilities, as well as the privi-
leges, of democracy. This type
of citizenship must be the result
of fixed habits and attitudes,
rather than mere knowledge alone.
These habits and attitudes are de-
veloped through an endless repe-
tition of 'learning by doing' expe-
riences ; they are the result of a
sensibly happy and harmonious
school life, of cordial and sympa-
thetic teacher-pupil relationship.
Such a spirit, such an atmosphere
and such learning experiences
have other educational values
;
they are necessary to the develop-
ment of all the appreciations the
school attempts to arouse within
the pupil for pure knowledge, for
the art of living happy and highly
worthwhile lives.
For the co-operation of school
board members, teachers, parents,
and the many city officials con-
cerned with school administra-
tion, I am sincerely grateful.





Charles D. Dockham, President
Dr. Earl J. Gage, Secretary
Dr. Robinson W. Smith
Dr. Edward S. Morris City Physician
Julia Periard City Nurse
C. F. Mowers City Health Inspector
Health Conditions
The Board of Health reports
that the city has been free this
past year from any serious epi-
demics, having had only children's
diseases which seem to be com-
mon to any period of time and to
all communities.
City Physician
The City Physician has at-
tended people who have required
medical or surgical care as were
recommended by the Overseer of
Poor. He has also been present
at all fires to care for firemen or
others who might be injured.
Among his many duties he has
examined candidates for the police
department. When called upon
to do so, he has examined the de-
fendants in municipal court cases
involving drunkenness.
City Nurse
The City Nurse made a total of
1984 calls for surgical and medical
patients during the year.
The following is a brief sum-
mary of these visits
.
Medical 1504






Home Visits (Instructive) 60
The shortage of trained nurses
in Laconia has placed added re-
sponsibility on the City Nurse.
The work of the Nurse primarily
involves the care of the patient;
such as, bathing, renewing band-
ages, administering inoculations,
and such other duties as are pre-
scribed by the attending physi-
cian. This often includes instruc-
tion of the patient's family in
caring for the sick. Young moth-
ers, particularly have found our
City Nurse to be very helpful in
making the many adjustments




The City Health Inspector, C.
F. Mowers, indicated that Sani-
tary inspections were made in
grocery stores, restaurants, tour-
ist camps and hotels. Improve-
ments have been made in sanita-
tion, especially concerning sterili-
zation methods of dishes and
equipment for public use. A few
restaurants were at first lax in
this requirement but upon re-
checking were found to be coop-
erating. Many restaurant, store,
and hotel owners find it much
easier to comply with regulations
than to try to avoid their re-
sponsibilities.
Complaints from sixty-one
sources have been investigated
and, if found to be a health haz-
ard to the community, have been
remedied.
Tourist courts and camps have
been inspected and found to be
in very good condition.
Markets are doing a very good
job handling their products in a
sanitary manner, except in a few
instances.
The City Health Inspector rec-
ommends that the City of La-
conia install a public toilet sys-
tem to relieve this type of traffic
from stores, restaurants, and sim-
ilar places.
Slaughter Inspections
Slaughter inspections have been
conducted by the City Health In-
spector, as the supply of unin-
spected meat demands.
Several violations to the
Slaughter Inspection Ordinance
were found this year and these
situations were immediately cor-
rected and proper adjustments
were made.
This type of inspection goes on
Avith such regularity that few peo-
ple realize the protection they are
receiving from their City in this
important matter.
Mr. Mowers believes that if the
general public of surrounding
towns realized the importance of
this type of protection, ordi-
nances for Slaughter Inspections
would be drawn up and passed
immediately to insure adequate
and uniform health protection.
Slaughter inspections start with
the animal alive as brought to the
slaughter house to determine if
it is suitable for use as food. Af-
ter the animal is declared accept-
able the killing and dressing of
it is supervised and each organ is
inspected for any abnormalities.
If the carcass passes all neces-
sary pathological examinations,
it is stamped and then sent to the
cooler.
Milk Inspection
Inspections of the facilities of
producers, producer-dealers,
dealers and of stores handling
and selling milk have been made
as such frequencies as deemed
necessary. In this way, we have
been able to keep very close check
of the milk from the source of
supply to your delivery.
A marked improvement has
been noted in bacterial averages.
In order for the farmer and dealer
to lower his bacteria counts, he
has to pay particular attention to
sanitary methods of handling the
milk. His equipment particularly
has to be in a clean condition at
all times. The cooling of milk to
proper temperatures within a spe-
cified time and the transporting
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of the milk in such manner that
it will not become contaminated
either by a rise in temperature or
dirt and dust infestation are mat-
ters that farmers must bear in
mind constantly. Flavor is an-
other important item in the pro-
duction of milk. Certain types of
feed will produce flavors resulting
in the turn back of milk by con-
sumers. Odors from the barn will
enter the milk if it is not strained
in the milk house. Pasture feed-
ing, unless supervised to a cer-
tain extent, will result with milk
being turned down by the dealer
or consumer and the farmer, in
turn, will lose the entire supply
of milk. It has been noted that
producers and dealers are making
a sincere effort to supply you with
a good Cjuality milk.
Laboratory analysis determines
whether or not the supply to you
meets the standards set. A con-
stant check is run, not only on
the milk delivered to you but also
that milk which is shipped in to
Laconia to be processed. An anal-
ysis is run each month from rep-
resentative samples of milk being
supplied to you and that supplied
to dealers to be pasteurized for
you. It is this constant checking
of supply that has lead to the high
quality of milk that you are now
consuming,
A new ordinance was proposed
by C. F. Mowers that would
lower bacteria counts of milk in
this locality. A hearing was held
before the Mayor and Council
with the result that the farmers,
dealers and producers opposed it.
It was generally thought the reg-
ulations were too strict and the
































To the Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council:
We appreciate and thank you for your assistance and under-
standing of our problems which are a severe challenge to all who
are interested in maintaining a hospital which will continue to merit
the approval of the people of the Lakes Region.
With higher costs and continued shortages of nurses and com-
petent hospital personnel it becomes increasingly difficult to give
the higher standard of service we all want and the American College
of Surgeons demands, and at the same time keep our deficits within
reasonable limits.
The situation is not peculiar to Laconia. Every non-profit
hospital is faced with similar problems. The Trustees and Adminis-
trator are giving much time to the study of these problems, and we
know that with the continued cooperation of all they will be solved.
We wish to express our thanks to the Hospital Aid Association,
to our many friends who contributed so much time and money to
the Hospital Building Fund, to the doctors for their fine cooperation,
to the technicians and nurses who have assumed extra duties and
overtime work often at personal sacrifice, and to all others who have
helped to maintain the quality of service we expect at the Laconia
Hospital.
We are pleased to welcome as Administrator, Mr. John A.
Lindner, who has had wide hospital experience. With his help we
will continue to give better service.
Respectfully yours,
Arthur D. O'Shea
President, Laconia Hospital Association
Wm^:
TREASURER'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1947
Cash on hand January 1, 1947 $ 6,684.65
RECEIPTS
Settlement of annuities—John M. Sargent 1,053.00
First Baptist Church of Meredith 23.50
Estate of Mariana Cogswell 8,590.60
Interest on bonds and bank accounts 3,158.17
Dividends on stocks 7,856.41
Donations
:
Town of Belmont 1946 Appropriation 200.00
Town of Center Harbor 1947 " 250.00
Town of Gilford 1947 " 200.00
Town of Gilmanton 1946 " 100.00
City of Laconia 1947 " 5,000.00
Town of Meredith 1947 " 500.00
Town of Moultonboro 1947 " 300.00
Town of New Hampton 1947 " 50.00
Town of Sanbornton 1947 " 100.00
Town of Tamworth 1946 " 100.00
Town of Tilton 1947 " 200.00
Income from trust funds:
Frank B. Stanley Trust 1,385.20
Annie AI. Ladd Trust 30.15
Securities sold:
American Tel. & Tel. Co. rights 47.70
Laconia Building & Loan Association 5,000.00
Laconia Federal Savings & Loan Association 5,000.00
Aroostock County Federal Savings & Loan Association 5,000.00
N. Y. State Electric & Gas Corp 5,322.25
Stamford Federal Savings & Loan Association 4,000.00
Miscellaneous
:
Notes—Peoples National Bank 10,000.00
Interest received on exchange of securities 182.13
Distribution of capital and ace. div.—Electric Bond & Share 1,760.20
State of New Hampshire—Tax Refund 40.18
Balance due on exchange of securities—Ballou, Adams & Co 85.38
Refund purchase 5 shares Peoples First Natl. Bk. & Trust Co 6.25
$72,225.77
PAYMENTS
Remitted to Superintendent $31,000.00
Interest on accrued bond purchases 23.96
Securities purchased :
Peoples First National Bank & Trust Co 235.45
50 shares N. Y. State Pfd. Electric & Gas Corp. (New) 5,100.00
Miscellaneous :
Notes: Peoples National Bank 12,500.00
Transfer to Building Fund, proceeds from Cogswell, Laconia
Federal Savings .*l- Loan Ass'n., Laconia Building & Loan Ass'n 10,000.00
Transfer to Building Fund, sale of stock—Aroostook Co.
Federal Savings & Loan Ass'n., Stamford Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n 9,000.00
Arthur P. Gerry, Collector 428.80
Laconia Savings Bank—Interest 750.00
City Savings Bank 750.00
Peonies National Bank—Interest 596.67
Other miscellaneous 315.74
Cash on hand January 1. 1948 1,525.15
$72,225.77
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OF THE CITY COUNCIL
Walter A. Woodward, Chairman
Frank T. Monahan
Forrest A. Bucklin
Arthur W. Spring Fire Chief
Henry H. Shorey Deputy Fire Chief
Ralph D. Neal First Assistant Chief
Edward C. Sargent. ...5"<?ronrf Asst. Chief
Edward H. Kennedy.... T/nVrf Asst. Chief
1947 Operating Expenditure $42,317.86











Fires and Fire Loss
Dtiring 1947, the Fire Depart-
ment responded to 355 alarms of
which 314 were still and 41 were
box alarms. This represented an
increase of 149 over the total for
the previous year.
There were four serious fires
during 1947. All four were stop-
ped without serious loss. The
greatest loss being the Academy
Street School.
Personnel
A two-platoon system was es-
tablished on November 1, 1947.
Under this system, all permanent
firemen alternate on and off duty
on a 10-hour day and 14-hour
night basis, with one day off in
four.
The permanent personnel now
number thirteen with six men at
the Central Station, four at the
Lakeport Station and one at the
Weirs; 50 call men, 20 assigned
to the Central Station, 20 to the
Lakeport Station and 10 to the
Weirs.
Apparatus and Equipment
The department has six fire
trucks. Engine No. 5 a 750 gal-
lon Maxim pumper was acquired
in June and replaced old Engine
No. 1, a 1916 American LaFrance
pumper which was scrapped.
The department also placed an
order for a 750-gallon Maxim
pumper which will replace En-
gine No. 2 a 1922 American La-
France 500-gallon. The new truck
will be delivered early in 194S
and will be assigned to the Lake-
port station, and Engine No. 4
transferred to the central station.




Engine No. 2—a 1922 500-gallon
LaFrance pumper
Engine No. 5—a 1947 750-galIon
Maxim pumper
Ladder No. 1—a 1925 LaFrance
Lakeport Station
Engine No. 4—a 1941 500-gallon
American LaFrance pumper
Ladder No. 2—a 1938 Bufifalo '
The Weirs Station
Engine No. 3—a 1938 500-gallon
Buffalo pumper
The new 1947 Maxim is capable
of pumping 750 gallon of water
per minute. It is equipped with
1400 feet of 2^/^ inch hose, 700
feet of PX inch hose, 40 feet of
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suction hose, 300 feet of ^ inch
booster hose, plus 24 foot and 12
foot ladders, first aid equipment,
strechers, safety belts, axes, gas
masks, lights, etc. It also has a
200-gallon water tank.
Maintenance
At the close of the year the
department had in service 7600
feet of 23^ inch hose, 3500 feet
of 1^ inch hose and 750 feet of
booster hose. In spite of the age
of many lengths, all was main-
tained in good working order by
the department. Every efifort was
made to keep the fire alarm sys-
tem of 59 boxes with approxi-
mately 135 miles of wire in good
working order. Because the sys-
tem has been in service for many
years frequent repair and replace-
ments are needed to keep the
quipment operating properly.
Fire Hydrants
Laconia has 181 hydrants, 116
in Laconia proper, 48 in Lakeport
and 17 at the Weirs. This num-
ber does not include the private
hydrants.
Recommendations
Under the proposed capital bud-
get system it will be possible to
plan for years ahead to add
equipment and apparatus which
will greatly increase the efifective-
ness of the department and it is
hoped that the City Fathers will
adopt this system of planning for
the future.
Additional fire hydrants must
be installed to meet the city
growth and provide fire protection
in these new areas.
Some serious thought must be
given to the construction of a new
central fire station in a more de-
sirable location than the present
station.
nA^A





F. E. NoRMAXDiN, Chainiiaii
Dr. Clarence E. Rowe
Charles Pitman
George N. Hubbard Chief of Police
Charles E. Dunleavy,





During the year two regular
policemen were appointed bring-
ing the total of the department
to eighteen. One of these men
was assigned to the supervision
of the parking meters and the en-
forcement of the two-hour park-
ing ordinance. The second was as-
signed to regular duty.
Finances
The operating expenses for the
year totaled $48,361.14.
The equipment expenditures
included the purchase of a new
car.
Report of Arrests
The total number of arrests
showed a slight decrease over the
past year, 441 for 1946, 424 for
1948. The following is a sum-





Total number arrested 424
CAUSES OF ARREST
Adultery
Arrested for out of town officers
Assault
Assault on an officer
Allowing unlicensed person to
operate
Attempting to operate while un-
der influence
Acrobatic flying of aeroplane ....
Bastardy
Breaking glass in public street ....
Breaking and entering and larceny
Carrying a concealed weapon










Failing to have auto inspected ....
Failing to stop at stop sign
Failing to keep to right of high-
way
Failing to report after injury ....
Failing to provide for cattle
Fornication







Leaving the .scene of an accident
Murder











































Without a license 12
Auto recklessly 2
Auto without proper lights .... 1
While under the influence of
liciuor 36
Unregistered auto 6
Auto after license suspended .... 1
Without proper brakes 5
To endanger 1
Passing worthless checks 2
Procuring beer for a minor 1
Reckless driving of auto 2
Riding motorcycle on sidewalk .... 1
Running a gambling place 1
Starting fire without permit 1
Showing ofifensive pictures 1
Statutory rape 1
Trespassing 2
Transporting poultry at night
without permit 1
Throwing garbage in street 1
Taking auto without intent to
steal 2
Violation of milk regulation 1
Violation of compensation laws .. 2
Violation of fish and game laws 7
Violation of air traffic regulations 1
Total 424
HOW DISPOSED OF
Appealed to Superior Court 1
Bail forfeited 6
Bound over to Superior Court .... 14
Committed to House of Correc-
tion 42
Committed to State Hospital 4
Complaints placed on file 11
Complaints dismissed 4
Continued from day to day 3
Continued for sentence 5
Delivered to out of town officers 8
Discharged without appearing in
Court 1
Found not guilty 5
Paid fine and costs 259
Paid costs 60
Suspended by paying costs 1
Total 424
Incidental Services
Your department has cooper-
ated with other departments of
the city government and the in-
dividual citizens in assisting in
many ways over and above its
regular routine business. Some of
these services are listed below
:
Accidents reported 211
Assistance rendered injured per-
sons 8
Assistance rendered 106
Assist out of town officers 42
Bicycles stolen 27
Bicycles recovered 25
Breaks in water pipes reported .... 5
Complaints received and investi-
gated 1,045
Dangerous sidewalks reported .... 5
Dangerous streets reported 7
Fires extinguished without alarm 4
Fires discovered and alarms given 4
Fires attended 35
Larcenies reported 21
Lost children restored to parents 24
Police radio calls 7,920
Store doors found open and se-
cured 801
Street lights reported out 1,003
Telephone duty calls 20,997
Parking and Traffic
The installation of parking me-
ters met with popular approval
AVhile they are not the whole an-
swer to our parking problems,
they are providing parking facil-
ities for shoppers in our more con-
gested business areas.
There were 2977 parking viola-
tions of the parking ordinances
and $1,566.25 was collected and




Robert P. Tilton Citv Solicitor
Following- the installation of
Parking Meters in Laconia in
July of 1947, an injunction
against certain of the city's of-
ficials was obtained which pre-
vented the officials named from
installing meters in the Lake-
port section of the city. The
injunction was continued in force
for several days until a hearing
upon the matter could be had be-
fore a Justice of the Superior
Court, at which time the injunc-
tion was dissolved. This was the
only Superior Court case involv-
ing the city during the year 1947.
Your solicitor would indeed be
ungrateful if he failed to call your
attention to the very valuable as-
sistance rendered him by Attorney
F. E. Normandin, who, with your
solicitor represented the city of-
ficials in their official capacity, and
to the equally able assistance
rendered to the city by Attorneys
Fortunat A. Normandin and Fred-
erick A. Tilton who represented
certain of the defendants indi-
vidually.
Though there was but one Su-
perior Court case which required
the attention of your solicitor
there was by no means a dearth
of activity in the city's legal of-
fice. Throughout the year nu-
merous contracts were drawn,
deeds prepared for execution,
leases arranged, and numerous
other legal documents prepared
and examined. In connection with
the proposed sewage disposal sys-
tem many hours were spent in
checking titles to those areas
through which a part of the sys-
tem may go, and in which the
city's needs required a right of
way.
During the past year you au-
thorized your City Solicitor to
join the National Institute of
Municipal Law Officers, and I
sincerely recommend that similar
authorization be given for the
coming year. Membership in this
organization permits your solici-
tor to draw from the vast legal
experience of the other cities in
the country as was clearly dem-
onstrated in the parking meter
situation.
At nearly all the City Council
meetings during the past year,
your solicitor was present, as he
was at the meetings of the Air-
port Authority, ready to be of
service and render any legal as-
sistance that might be needed. In
addition, innumerable conferences
were had with various city offi-
cials and to whom legal opinions
were given.
Acting upon your recommenda-
tion and that of the Airport Au-
thority, interventions in the so-
called "Added Service in the New
England Case" were prepared
and submitted to the Civil Aero-
nautics Board. Both interventions
were accepted and at the present
time the matter is awaiting a










Arnold J. O'Mara, City Engineer and
Superintendent of Streets and Sezvers
+ + +
Sidewalks
Sidewalks were graded and an
asphalt surface was placed on
Addison, Appleton, St. Catherine,
Beaman, and Winter Streets and
on Chester Court.
A cement concrete curb was
built on the southerly side of
Bowman Street, between Main
and Center Streets and a section
on the northerly side and the
walks were raised and resurfaced
with asphalt. Approximately 2,000
sq. yds. of badly worn walks, on
various streets, were renewed
with a covering of asphalt.
Sev^ers and Drains
Sanitary sewers were built on
Clark and Cottonwood Avenues
and on Oilman, Hutchinson, Brig-
ham, Sanborn and Carver Streets.
A total of 3,204 feet of 6 and 8
inch diameter, vitrified clay pipe,
was used on these streets, increas-
ing the total length of our sani-
tary sewer system to 33 miles.
Early in the summer, bids were
sought for the construction of 5
miles of sanitary sewers and 6
ejector stations. There were 10
contractors who obtained plans
and specifications of the proposed
projects. However, only three bids
were received on the pumping sta-
tion structures and none for the
construction of the sewers. The
lowest bid submitted was 50%
higher than the engineers" esti-
mates and so it was considered
advisable to reject the bids at that
time.
Surface water drains were built
on Gilford Avenue and on Winter
Street.
The existing drains on Main
Street at Wyatt Park, Bowman
Street, and Main Street, north of
Church Street are inadecjuate to
carry the volume of water that
reaches them during occasions of
heavy rains which causes the
flooding of the streets and sur-




The department purchased a
large tract of land above the
Weirs to be used for the dumping
of refuse and should provide am-
ple space for this use for a num-
ber of years. There is a man sta-
tioned there to maintain the site
in a sanitary manner.
The dumps located at the south
end of the city are filling up rap-
idly and consideration should be
given the matter of incinerating
of refuse collected from Laconia
and Lakeport.
The Board has approved the
Engineers' specific suggestion as
to new drains and garbage dis-
posal by incineration as entirely
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worthy projects and urg-es the
continued participation by the
City with the State in the im-
provement and maintenance of
the Class Five Roads as essential
to the users of our so called out-
lying- roads within the city limits.
STREET RESURFACING
The cement concrete pavement
on Church Street which had be-
come badly worn and scaled was
covered with a 3-inch top of plant
mixed asphalt.
Thirty-nine thousand five hun-
dred gallons of M.C. 3 asphalt
were applied to the surface treated
gravel streets and roads at tlie
rate of 1/5 gallon per sq. yd.
Union Avenue, Gilford Avenue.
Messer, and Clinton Streets were
surfaced with .3 of a gallon of
R.C. 5 asphalt per scp yd. which
was covered with pea stone.
GENERAL
The grading of Clark Avenue
extension. North Street and Shore
Drive to the Belknap County
Farm property, Rowe Court,
Jackson and Winter Streets was
completed and surfaced.
The department was provided
with funds to purchase three Ij^
ton trucks, a Yi ton truck, a sedan
car and to purchase a belt sand
loader, and 2 truck plows.
Due to extreme weather condi-
tions the appropriation for winter
expenses was overdrawn. The
snow fall for the winter totaled
102 inches or about 30 inches more
than normal. The fact that our
streets were plowed and sanded
and the snow removed from the
business districts soon after
storms was due to the efforts of
the foremen and men of the de-
partment who labored night and




William W. Keller, Chainiian






Albert A. Parmentier, Mayor
Claude W. Foster, Coimcihuaii
Arnold J. O'Mara, City Enyinccr
William Blakey, Executive Director
The City Planning Board was
established ])y ordinance on May
12, 1947, for "ihe general purpos,.^
of guiding and accomplishing a
coordinated, adjusted and har-
monious development of the citv
and its environs, which will, in
accordance Avith existing and
probable future needs, best pro-
mote health, safety . . . , or the
general welfare as well as eiVi-
ciency and economy in the process
of development ..." Shortly
after its enactment, the Mayor
appointed the Board to carrv out
the directives of the ordinance
Beginning Octol^er 1, the Board
employed a full time city plan-
ner, who immediately began work-
on a zoning ordinance to propose
to the City Council. At the pub-
lic hearings on the ordinance
establishing the Board, many of
those who appeared to urge the
ordinance be passed requested
that the first major undertaking
of the Board be a zoning ordin-
ance. By the end of the fiscal
year (Feb. 15, 1948) the Board
had a zoning proposal ready for
public hearings in the early spring.
At the refiuest of the Mayor and
Council for a report, the Board
recommended that the Knight
property on the corner of Main
and Court Streets be sold for de-
velopment as some kind of busi-
ness use. The Council accepted
the report and sold the property
as recommended.
Another report requested by the
Mayor and Council was on the
advisability of purchasing Bart-
lett Beach, which had been ofi^ered
to the City by the Laconia De-
velopment Corporation. In its re-
port, the Board recommended that
the beach be purchased and held
for development when the pollu-
tion of the Winnipesaukee River
is cleaned u]). The report also
recommended that the property of
ihe Jacob Bond Estate on Lake
Opechee, which had been leased
by the City for a bathing beach,
be i)urchased and dedicated to rec-
reation purposes. Action on the
Bartlett Beach recommendation
has been postponed but the rec-
ommendation to buy the Bond
])roperty was accepted and the
land was purchased.
During the coming year, the
Planning Board will continue its
work on the preparation of a mas-
ter plan of the City, and hopes to
present to the Mayor and Council
a preliminary traffic and parking
study, a proposed bviilding code, a
study of the desirability of a capi-
tal budget, and a study of the pos-
sibility and need of subdivision
control.
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Earl Flanders, City Clerk
MARCH, 1913 — MARCH, 1947
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand NtNE Hundred and Forty-Seven
A resolution upon the death of earl
FLANDERS.
Resolved by the City Council of the
City of Laconia, as follows:
Whereas the Mayor and City Council
have learned with profound regret of the
death of Earl Flanders, and
Whereas we recognize that in his
passing the City of Laconia has lost a
loyal, efficient and devoted public ser-
vant, whose long and faithful service has
had a marked beneficial influence on the
welfare and progress of the City.
Be It Therefore Resolved that the
Mayor and City Council in regular meet-
ing assembled do hereby extend our sin-
cere sympathy on the passing of Earl
Flanders, and tender our earnest expres-
sion of gratefulness for his honest and
untiring efforts in behalf of the City ; and
Be it further resolved that this Reso-
lution be engrossed on the permanent
records of the City ; and that a copy of
this Resolution be sent to the family of
the late Earl Flanders.
Passed and approved April 28, 1947.
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
IMr. Earl Flanders was born in Laconia, August 21, 1883, the son
of Seth and Christinia (Tibl)etts) Flanders. He was educated in the
])uhlic and high schools of Laconia. He held the position of clerk
and bookkeeper at the Laconia National Bank for ten years. In March
1913 he was appointed City Clerk and served in this position con-
tinufjusly until his death on March 21. 1947, a period of thirty-four
years. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Millie (Calderwood) Flanders
his son Haven E. Flanders and his daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Weeks,




Chas. E. Lord, City Clerk
Theodore C. Greene, Fiscal Officer
Ethel Aldrich, Typist-Clerk
Maude Lemere, Typist Clerk
+ + +
Mayor and Council
The City Council held 28 meet-
ings during the past year. Of
these, twelve were the regularly
scheduled meetings called on the
last Monday of each month, the
remaining sixteen were special
or adjourned meetings. In addi-
tion there were twelve public
hearings on various subjects con-
cerning the city government.
Some of the accomplishments
of the City Council are listed in
this report under the heading of
"In Review," on page 9. The
resolutions and ordinances en-
acted during the year are recorded
under the titles "Resolutions" and
"Ordinances" and are availalile in
a separate booklet.
Briefly summarizing the build-
ing petitions favorably acted upon
were 60 new homes, 23 remodeled
homes or apartments, 39 garages,
and seven stores, cabin colonies
or industrial plants.
There were numerous petitions
for sewers, street and sidewalk
pavements, street surface drains
and street lights. To provide for
these, as well as other necessary
city equipment, a ten-year bond
was approved and issued.
Financial Reports
Your attention is respectfully
directed to the City Auditor's Re-
port and to the Financial Reports
prepared respectively by the City
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Auditor, Mr. Dana S. Beane, Jr.,




There has been a decided in-
crease in the number of record-
ings and discharges of these pa-
pers as a result of more automo-
biles, refrigerators, cash registers,
etc., being available. The city's
photo-static machine has been
used to a great advantage in re-
producing many of these instru-
ments. A single card file cover-
ing all types of papers has been
set up and will be appreciated by
those who are searching records.
A day book has been adopted to
check incoming and outgoing pa-
pers which are to be recorded or
discharged.
Vital Statistics
There were 686 births and 235
deaths recorded and 249 mar-
riage licenses issued. The graph
below illustrates clearly that the
City of Laconia is growing and
has its implications for our vari-






statistics will be found in a sepa-
rate booklet.
Revenues
The following" is an account of
the money that the City Clerk has
received for the City for the hscal
year February 15, 1947 to Feb-
ruary 15, 1948, and the sources
from which it was received :














Sale of Tax Deeded Prop-
erty 368.04
Trust Funds 3.942.29
Knight Property Barn 500.00
Athletic Field Lights 800.00
Fire Department Receipts 265.65
Fuel Department Receints 11.50
G.A.R. Hall Fire Insur-
ance 758.41
Parks and Playgrounds .... 44.00





Support of Poor from Citv




Paid Treasurer as per
vouchers $138,480.34
Fiscal Officer
There have been quite a few
changes in the city's financial
system during the past year. We
have made a start in preparing
periodical financial statements for
the information of the ^Mayor and
Council, and as a check with each
department. Our aim in the com-
ing year is to have complete
monthly financial statements so
as to show the exact financial con-
dition of the City of Laconia at
any time.
Another improvement is the be-
ginning of segregated appropria-
tions rather than lump-sum ap-
propriations, this gives the chief
executive and department heads
a closer control over detailed ex-
penditures and a clearer picture
of the detailed financial opera-
tions.
The City Auditor has been au-
thorized to proceed with the in-
stallation of a budgetary control
system of accounting. The ap-
propriate forms have been pre-
pared and the system is being
installed.
An alphabetic system of filing,
utilizing the new pendaflex fold-
ers, is making all correspondence
very accessible.
A written record of the Coun-
cil meetings is prepared and sent
to the Mayor and Council to aid
them in pursuing the City's busi-
ness.
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Trustees of Trust Funds
Edgar Prescott, Chairman
Kenneth Hopkins
Chas. F. Ayers, Scc.-Trcas.
FINANCIAL REPORT OF TRUSTEES
OF TRUST FUNDS
February 15, 1948
Amount of Trust Funds on hand Feb. 15, 1947 $ 70,551.77
Amount of Trust Funds received 3,942.29
Unexpended interest on hand Feb. 15, 1947 3,554.93
Amount of interest received 1,721.96
$ 79,770.95
Amount of interest expended $ 1,548.29
Balance of interest on hand Feb. 15, 1948 ^3,728.60
Principal-Trust Funds in banks 74,394.06
Principal-Trust Funds in water stock 100.00
$ 79,770.95
NEW TRUST FUNDS RECEIVED DURING YEAR
Candace Q. Maynard $ 500.00
Mrs. Joseph Fournier 200.00
Chas. O. Hopkins 67.29
Alphonse Lavertue 200.00
Jennie Knowles 50.00
Charles O. Banfill 200.00
Nellie J. Bowler 200.00
Frank G. Bickford 200.00
Mrs. Sybil N. Bennett 100.00
George Wilbur Thompson 125.00
Lucy H. Goodwin 50.00
C. H. Smith and C. F. Smith 500.00
George H. and Elvira B. McKinley 100.00
Edward Reason 300.00
Wm. H. L. Page 300.00
George P. Ames 500.00
Eleanor D. Cass 150.00
James A. Moulton 200.00
Total amount received $ 3,942.29
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REPORT OF CITY AUDITOR
To the Honorable Albert A. Parmentier, Mayor and the City Council
of the City of Laconia, Xe\\- Hampshire.
Gentlemen :
In accordance with the provisions of the city ordinances,
1 have examined the financial accounts of the City of Laconia as of
February 15. 1948. I have reviewed the accountint^ procedures and
have examined the accounting records and other evidence in support
of all accounts. My examination was made in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards applicable in the circum-
stances and included all auditing procedures considered necessary,
which procedures were applied by tests to the extent considered
appropriate in view of the system of internal control.
I herewith present my report, based upon my examina-
tion, together with the following exhibits:
TABLE OF CONTENTS—EXHIBITS
EXHIBIT A—Balance Sheet, as of February 15. 1948.
EXHIBIT B—Statement of Excess and Dehciencv. as of February
15. 1948.
EXHIBIT C—Statement of A])])ro])riation Acctnints. as of Feb-
ruary 15. 1948.
EXHIBIT D—Statement of Serial Debt and Break-down of matu-
rities as of February 15, 1948.
EXHIBIT E—Statement of Cemeterv Trust Funds, as of February
15. 1948.
EXHIBIT F—Condensed Laconia Public Library and Gale Park
Fund Statements, as of February 15. 1948.
BALANCE SHEET COMMENTS
Cash, $221,294.21
The cash on deposit in the Peoples National P)ank as indicated
by the bank statement was reconciled to the ledger account. $200.00
of petty cash is maintained in the City Clerk's office for daily business
use. Bills payable against the city are individually examined each
month for correctness by the City Auditor, verified by the Accounts
and Claims Committee, and finally approved by the Mayor and
City Council before being paid. The bonds, notes, and interest
coupons paid by the City Treasurer during the past year were
examined, counted, and cancelled or destroyed after payment.
Appropriation of money for the retirement of certain serial debt
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obligations of the city during tlie year was used for that purpose.
All receipts and expenditures were checked with the appropriate
departments.
Uncollected Taxes, $67,820.37
The remaining unpaid taxes of the years 1942 and 1943 have
been either collected or abated and are no longer a receivable of
the city. The amount of unpaid taxes shown above was examined
and verified with the collector's books. All receipts of taxes, interest,
penalties and fines by the tax collector were deposited with the
City Treasurer and found to be correct. The warrant from the
Board of Assessors to the City Tax Collector covering the com-
mitment of the current year's taxes was examined and found to be
correctly posted to the collector's books. The total unpaid taxes
this year exceeds that of last year, largely due, in the opinion of
the assessors, to the general decrease in business activity.
Property Sold City for Taxes, $5,328.07
This amount represents the unpaid balance of taxes sold to the
city and un-redeemed to date. These taxes for the various years
were examined and found to be on the tax collector's books and
are unpaid.
Uncollected State Bonus Taxes, $5,172.60
The above consists of the unpaid special poll taxes which were
committed to the city by the State of New Hampshire for collection.
Property Acquired by Tax Title, $241.55
No property was taken over by the city during the past fiscal
year. The account has been adjusted for the sale of the Kendrick
property sold, the tax being previously set-up as an asset.
Receivable—Knight Property, $49,500.00
The Knight property was purchased for the sum of $50,000 and
a note for that amount was signed to provide the funds. A portion
of the property was sold for $500 durng the fiscal year, and the
remaining balance will be sold and received during the coming year.
Any loss resulting from sale will be reflected on the books at that time,
Martha Johnson Account, $7,096.24
The City of Laconia, in a court action against Martha B. Johnson,
was awarded a judgment for the recovery of $22,096.24 against her.
The. amount above represents the dififerences between the $15,000
limit the bonding company paid the city and the shortage incurred.
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CURRENT LIABILITIES
Unexpended Department Balances, $239,255.41
The unexpended balances of the various departments and unallo-
cated bond issue represent those amounts which will be carried over
into the 1948 fiscal year due to being- appropriated for a definite
thing and as yet not expended.
Motor Vehicle 1948, $4,045.94
The amount toward the revenue on the 1948 appropriations must
be set up as a liability and carried to the 1948 fiscal year for revenue.
Notes Payable, $56,500
High School Athletic Lights $ 6.500
Knight Property 50.000
Notes payable of the city were verified with the bank applicable.
They are short term renewable notes.
State of N. H. Bonus Tax, $5,193.60
This represents the liability for uncollected special poll taxes
due the State of New Hampshire.
EXCESS AND DEFICIENCY




Balance Unappropriated Surplus, Feb. 15, 1948 $ 50,542.22
The present administration has increased the surplus of the city
in the amount of $2,045.81. The present unappropriated surplus
on Feb. 15, 1948 of $50,542.22 places the city in a sound financial
position.
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Cash in bank $221,094.21
Petty cash 200.00
Accounts Receivable—Taxes ;
(a) Levy 1944 $ 1,619.67
(b) Levy 1945 1,788.64
(c) Levy 1946 1,883.49
(d) Levy 1947 62,528.57
67,820.37
Receivable—Propertv Sold Citv for Taxes :
(a) Levy 1944 ...'. $ 151.47
(b) Levy 1945 1,184.80
(c) Levy 1946 3,991.80
5,328.07
Receivable—State Bonus Tax :
(a) Committed 1944 $ 2,517.00
(b) Committed 1945 2,655.60
5,172.60
Property acquired by tax title 241.55
Receivable—Knight propertv 49,500.00






Leavitt Fund $ 2,311.24
City Lock-up 644.11
Fire Dept., doors 251.55
Fire Dept.. FM radio equip 3.000.00
High School Athletic Field 1,694.00
Highways and Bridges 74,932.03
History of Laconia 2,000.00
Schools 1947-1948 134,957.55
Tennis courts, parks 2,820.00
Weirs waterfront 10,000.00
Unallocated bond issue 6,644.93
$239,255.41
Motor Vehicle 1948 4,045.94
Current Notes Payable
:
High School flood lights $ 6,500.00
Knight property 50,000.00
56,500.00
Due State N. H. Bonus Tax :
(a) Committed 1944 $ 2.538.00




Total liabilities and surplus $356,453.04
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AUDITOR'S REPORT—EXHIBIT B
Detailed Excess and Deficiency Account





Motor Vehicle 1946 85.47
Motor Vehicle 1947 6,623.92
Municipal Court 3,410.77
Overlay for abatements 14,693.97
Parking Meter Fund 1,786.78
Aged dependents 2,702.58





Highways and Bridges 7,192.91
Hydrant service (>8.73
Maintenance City Hall 448.57
Moth and Forestry 424.13
Opechee Garden Club 9.50
Police Department 4,037.96
Street lighting 1,064.50
Support of Poor 2,089.40
\'ital Statistics 22.50








Opechee Garden Club 100.00
Wyatt Park Community Club 600.00
High School Athletic Field 25<).00
Fire Dept. (city dump fire) 427.00
1946-1947 School overdraft 7.082.82
Teachers' Retirement Fund 3,813.88
Wyatt Park Community Club (add'l.) 581.41
Parks and Playgrounds, skating rink 200.00
\'FW oil burner. Bowman street 250.00
Property acquired by tax deed, sold 1,696.95
State of New Hampshire 1,237.03
Athletic field lights 6,634.88
City Officers' expense 220.07
Fire Department transfer 2,828.01
GAR Hall 7.45
Interest 322.52
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Report of Trustee of Trust Funds
Amount of Trust Funds on hand Feb. 15, 1947 $ 70,551.77
Amount of Trust Funds received 3,942.29
Unexpended interest on hand Feb. 15. 1947 3,554.93
Amount of interest received 1,721.96
$ 79,770.95
.\m()unt of interest expended $ 1,548.29
I'alance of interest on hand Feb. 15, 1948 3,728.60
Principal Trust Funds in banks 74,394.06
Principal Trust Funds in water stock 100.00
$ 79,770.95
The cemetery trust funds were verified by examining the receipts and disbursements
concerning all pass books of savings banks. Principal funds in l)anks were verified
and stock in the water company was examined.
Statement above submitted by the following
:
EDGAR B. PRESCOTT, Chairman





Cash on hand and in bank Feb. 15, 1947 $ 351.00
Deferred invoices on hand Feb. 15, 1947 470.00
Receipts during year 19,971.75
$ 20,792.75
Expenditures during vear $ 18,848.46
Deferred invoices Feb. 15, 1948 1,075.00
Cash on hand and in bank Feb. 15, 1948 869.29
$ 20,792.75
All receipts and expenditures of the library were verified and the balance of cash
on hand at the end of the fiscal year was found correct and in agreement with the
statement of the depository. The break-down of income and expense is shown in
the detailed library report.
Gale Park Fund
Cash on hand Feb. 15, 1947 5.02
Deferred invoices Feb. 15, 1947 200.00
Receipts during the year 3,774.98
$ 3,980.00
Expenditures during the year $ 2.291 51
Deferred invoices on hand'Feb. 15. 1948 1,200.00
Cash on hand Feb. 15, 1948 488.49
$ 3,980.00
The above income and expense total amounts above represent correctly the trans-
actions of the Gale Park Fund during the fiscal year. The checking account of the
fund was verified by the bank statement.
AUDITOR'S REPORT CERTIFICATE
To the Honorable Albert A. Parmentier, Mayor and the City Council
of Laconia, State of New Hampshire
:
I hereby certify that the accompanying balance sheet and
related statements of appropriations and surplus present fairly the
financial position of the City of Laconia at February 15, 1948, and
the results of its departmental operations for the year then ended,
in conformity with generally accepted principles applied on a basis
consistent with that of the preceding year.
Dana S. Beane, Jr., City Auditor
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CITY AUDITOR AND FISCAL OFFICE
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TO RUN THE CITY















William F. Knight Property 53
Aged Dependents 54
Athletic Fiekl Lights 54
City Lock-up 54
City Planning Board 54














High Schtol Athletic Field 58
Municipal Court 59
Fuel Department 59
GAR Hall Fire 59





Public Wharves (.1, 80
Public Works 62. 78
Moth and Forestry 62
Highway and Bridges 62, 78
Memorial Day 62
Opechee Garden Club 62
Maintenance City Hall 63
Parks and Playgrounds 63
Laconia Hospital 63
Lakes Region Development 63
Street Lighting 63
School Department 64
Sewerage Disposal Plant Project .... 65
Weirs Waterfront 65
Wyatt Community House 65
Police Department 66
State Education Tax 66




Support of Poor 68
Weirs Development 68
Tax Assessments (>9







Interest .^ Dividends tax $ ^?'rUn"l!Ii
Railroad Tax 1,500.00
Savings Bank Tax 10,800.00
Motor Vehicle 1947 17,000.00
Licenses 1-^UO.OO
Pees 800.00
Rent of town property 350.00
Interest on taxes 2,000.00
Lands & Buildings (Sale of Tax Deeded Property) 2,000.00
Parking Meters 2,000.00
Excess & Deficiency account 10,000.00
Taxes 746,066.27
Taxes Poll 13,438.00




Overlay for Abatements 28,882.95
$819,604.9.
CASH
Balance Feb. 15, 1947 $ 116,218.67
Receipts during the year 1,422,239.13
$1,538,457.80
Cash payments during the year $1,317,363.59
Balance Feb. 15, 1948 221,094.21
$1,538,457.80
PETTY CASH
Establish Pettv Cash Fund for City Clerk's Office $ 200.00
Balance Feb. 15, 1948 . $ 200.00
TRUST FUNDS
Received during the year $ 3,942.29
Paid trustees of Trust Funds $ 3,942.29
WILLIAM F. KNIGHT PROPERTY
Purchase of Knight property $ 50,000.00
Received from sale of house and barn 500.00









State of N. H. 25% of assistance rendered $ 22,505.23




Receipts from High School use—4 games $ 800.00
Transfer from excess and deficiency to balance 6,634.88
$ 7,434.88
Payments
Charles A. Gove, lights and installation $ 7,300.00
Charles A. Gove, maintenance 3 games 30.00
Chas. E. Lord, City Clerk, express on lights 1.88




Bond issue allocation $ 5,915.40
Payments
Norman Randlett, archetect fees $ 319.16
Citizen Publishing Company 23.63
Marshall & Riley, part payment as per contract 4,928.50









Salary, drafting assistance 11.00
Supplies and blueprinting 328.45
Telephone, express and postage 15.19
Travel 25.58
$ 2,332.19
Balance transferred to excess and deficiency account 3,722.81
$ 6,055.00





Transfer from E. & D. to balance 220.07
$ 10,234.37
Payments






Public Service Co 69.79




Use of assessor's car 300.00
Water company 104.70
Burying dead animals 598.50
$ 10,234.37
Unallocated Bond Issue
Amount unallocated from $100,000.00 Bond Issue $ 6,644.93
Balance February 15, 1948 $ 6,644.93
COUNTY TAX
.Appropriation $ 73,703.15
Paid County Treasurer $ 73,703.15
CONVENTIONS
.Appropriation .' $ 1,150.00
Payments
Veterans of Foreign Wars, advertising in year book $ 100.00
United Spanish War Veterans, part convention expense 250.00
Veterans of Foreign Wars, part expenses for reunion 400.00
$ 750.00
Balance transferred to excess and deficiency account 400.00
$ 1,150.00
NOTES
Received on notes during the year $381,500.00
Paid on notes during the year 325,000.00









Meals, Ward Officers' 123.43
Printing 270.65
Lights 18.56
Rent of Ward rooms and tab.es 40.00
Supplies 12.30
Trucking 1-50
Ward Officers Sd.ar.es :
Supervisors of Checklists 8 @ $60.03 480.00
Inspectors of Elections 24 @ $ 4.00 96.00
$ 1,130.44




Received for dog licenses $ 1,802.34
Payments
Cost of chickens killed by dogs $ 47.00
Cost of rabbits killed by dogs 3.00
Printing 22.2d




Balance transfer to School Department 1,421.36
$ 1,802.34
PARKING METERS
Parking Meter Receipts—July 10 to Feb. 15 $16,243.07
Payments
Advertising • $ 34.50
Equipment-Coin Counter, 4 lights, collection box 474.64
Labor-Tarring New Hampsbire Avenue, grading theater lot 207.40
Supplies—meter parts, floodlights, bulbs, time switches 64.01
Public Service Co.—3 parking lots 77.60
Rent of Parking Lots—2 lots 1,500.00
Express—on coin counter ^-^7
Parking Lot Lights & Neon Sign 270.85
Duncan Meter Company 9,268.33
For Revenue Account 2,000.00
Collection Expense 555.59
14.456.29
Balance of account 1,786.78
$16,243.07
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LEAVITT FUND
Income
Balance unexpended $ -, 1/6.7
j
Interest on government bonds ^-'^^




Rent of Community House .18U.UU
Savings Bank Interest 174.41














Received for show licenses $ 729.50
Received for taxi licenses 270.00
Received for milk licenses 323.00
Received for junk licenses 40.00
Received for pool license 120.00
$1,482.50
Payments
Revenue account estimated receipts $1,000.00
Balance transferred to excess and deficiency account 482.50
$1,482.50
FEES
Received for marriage licenses and recording fees $ 1,483.24
Revenue account estimated receipts $ 800.00
Balance transfer to excess and deficiency account 683.24
$ 1,483.24
MARTHA E. JOHNSON
Balance due Feb. 15, 1947 $ 7,096.24
Balance due Feb. 15, 1048 $ 7,096.24
MISCELLANEOUS LIABILITIES
Balance due Feb. 15. 1947 $ 915.87




Accrued Interest $ 129.17
Bond Premium 269.00
Gasoline Refund 14.09
Gilford Street Lighting 55.00
Insurance Dividend 4.01
Interest on Taxes 2,574.33
Refunds 6.26




Revenue account estimated rent of town property $ 350.00
Revenue account estimated interest on taxes 2,000.00




Received for permits during the year $ 85.47
Balance transferred to the excess and deficiency acct $ 85.47
1947
Balance Feb. 15, 1947 $2,624.17









Received for 1948 permits $ 4,045.94
Balance liability Feb. 15, 1948 $ 4,045.94
HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC FIELD
Receipts
Transfer from 1946 Bond Issue $ 2,000.00
Payments
Leo Audet, for work on athletic field 45.00
Mrs. Joseph Landry, 175 yds. loam for field 261.00
$ 306.00
Balance carried forward to 1948-49 fiscal year 1,694.00
$ 2,000.00
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MUNICIPAL COURT
Receipts




State of New Hampshire
:
Motor Vehicle Department 4,384.80
Fish & Game Department 93.50
Aeronautics 50.00
Department of Labor 29.00
$ 7,207.41





Received from James Evans for wood 11.50
Received from Support of Poor for wood delivered to citv cases 64.00
$ 575.50
Payments
Wilfred Clark, sawing wood $ 51.50
Greenwood's Delivery, wood delivery 2.25
John O'Connor, trucking wood 32.00
Melcher & Prescott Ins., insurance of shed and cord wood 35.00
Fern Gleason, trucking wood 2.00
Paul Swenson, slabwood 352.00
Everett Chase, trucking wood 18.50
$ 493.25




Received from insurance $ 758.41
Transfer from E. & D. to balance 7.45
$ 765.86
Payments
Ericson Foote, painting G.A.R. hall $ 336.00
Leon Whitten, labor and materials 409.86
Guay & Tardif Co., estimate of damage 20.00
$ 765.86
HISTORY OF LACONIA =
—==
Balance February 15, 1947 $ 2,000.00





Special appropriation tor Ine truck—Bond Issue 14,050.00
Transfer from E. & D. lor city dump hrc 427.00
Received from charging hre extinguishers 71.50
sale of miscellaneous supplies 12.08
sale of scrap iron 40.00
" sale of bathtub 20.00
" sale of two tn-es 50.00
" " fire truck salvage 75.00
State of New Hampshire 474.69




Express and postage 13.58
Fire alarm expense 213.58
Forest fires 43.20
Fuel 1,691.29




Labor and materials 1,204.67
Laundry 183.49
Light and power 402.44
Lunches 25.20




Board of Engineers 916.66
Drivers 26,650.17
Engine Co. #1 1,666.48
Engine Co. #2 1,666.48
Engine Co. #3—Weirs 578.80
Hook & Ladder Co. #1 1,666.48











FIRE DEPARTMENT F. M. RADIO SET
Special Appropriation by Bond Issue $ 3,000.00
Balance carried forward to 1948-49 fiscal year $ 3,000.00
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FIRE DEPARTMENT DOORS
Special Appropriation 1)y I'on.l Issue $ 1-100.00
Payments
lioulia Gorr(
Diamond Match Co., 3 doors
Ikni ell Lbr. Co., luml)cr
8.27
Laconia Welding Co., cutting and welding hinges |8.50
Lakes Region Feed & Supply, paint 1^-1°
$ 848.45





Laconia Water Company $
Inn nn
Winnipesaukee Water Company 400.00
$ 4,531.27





Transfer from E. & D. to balance 322.52
$ 4,182.52
Pajnnents
Public improvement bonds $ 750.00
Discount on notes 1,603.75
Pavement and sidewalk bonds 356.26
School bonds 1,012.50
Serial notes 123.76
Bridge and highwav bonds 240.00
City improvement bonds 63.75




Paid Ruth Smith Trppsurer ' $ 18,691.66
See Laconia Publi'^ Library Treasurer's Report for expenditure break-
down on page #80
PUBLIC WHARVES—LAKEPORT & THE WEIRS
.Appropriation $ 450.00
Payments







Edward McMurphy, labor $ 3.40
Luther McMurphy, labor 3.40
John Oliver, labor 3.40
R. Knapp, labor 20.00
Highway and Bridges, labor 23.88
Arthur Lavallcc, labor 201.25
Leon Valliere, labor 94.50
Hopkins & Barlow, supplies 26.04
$ 375.87




Balance Feb. 15, 1947 $ 61,907.51
Appropriation—general maintenance 160,903.00
Appropriation—T.R.A 1,011.16
Appropriations by 1947 Bond Issue 59,289.67
Receipts for general repairs and maintenance 13,566.43
Receipts—sewer maintenance 335.00
Appropriation—High School athletic field 250.00
$297,262.77
Payments
Total expended by department $213,137.83
Transfer to the excess and deficiency account 7.192.91
Transfer to High School athletic field account 2,000.00
Balance February 15, 1948 74,932.03
$297,262.77
See Board of Public Works Financial Statement for expenditure
breakdown on page No. 78
MEMORIAL DAY
Appropriation $ 600.00
Paid Allied Veteran's Council $ 600.00
OPECHEE GARDEN CLUB
Transfer from E. & D. by vote of Council $ 100.00
Payments
Hodgson & Son, plants and labor Veteran's Sq $ 60.00
D. D. Whittermore, flower plants 17.50
Mrs. C. L. Smart, weeding and cleaning flower bed 13.00
$ 90.50
Balance transferred to E. & D 9.50
100.00










Labor and materials 471.66
Lakeport clock 29.45









Transfer from E. & D.—skating rinks 200.00
Rent of Opechee Park Community House 44.00
Transfer from E. & D. to balance 44.30
$ 9,213.30
Payments
Band concerts $ 150.00
Equipment 1,309.71
Labor 2,008.17
Rent of bathing beach—Bond property 200.00
Salaries 1,696.85















Public Service Co. of N. H $ 19,935.50






Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1947 $ 60,578.04
Received from tuitions and transfers 19,855.68
Transfer from E. & D. for teacher's retirement 3,813.88
Transfer from the 1947-48 school year as part payment of an overdraft.... 7,000.00
Transfer from E. & D. to balance 7,082.82
$ 98,330.42
Payments by City Treasurer from July 1st to February 15, 1948 $ 98,330.42
1947-48
Appropriation $270,000.00
Transfer from the dog license account 1,421.36
Received from State and Federal aid 35,459.10
tuitions and transfers 5,165.98
" Area Vocational School 2,900.09






Salaries District Officers $ 232.50









Other expenses, instruction 790.75
Libraries 269.99
OPERATION MAINTENANCE:




Painting and decorating 1,060.64
Repairs and replacements 4,232.94
AUXILIARY AGENCIES:
School nurse $ 1,833.43
Health supplies 16.06
Transportation 2,670.00
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ANNUAL OUTLAY—NEW EQUIPMENT:
Building alterations $ 1,289.18
New equipment 4,113.43
EXTENSION OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES:
Adult education (S & W Plumbers) $ 242.50





Transfer to 1946-47 school year as part payment of the overdraft 7,000.00
$195,975.00
Unexpended balance Feburary 15, 1948 134,957.55
$330,932.55
SEWERAGE DISPOSAL PLANT PROJECT
Receipts
Appropriation $ 2,700.00
F. W. Dodge Corp., refund 66.50
Government advance on proposed project 9,750.00
$ 12,516.50
Payments
Aletcalf & Eddy, 1/3 of engineering services $ 9,333.33
Laconia Airways Inc., trip to Virginia and return 150.00
F. W. Dodge Corp., official proposals—sewers 133.00
Globe Newspaper Co., proposals for sewerage 84.00
Engineering News Record, proposals for sewerage 65.65
Union Leader Pub. Co., proposals for sewerage 36.96
Federal Works Agency, excess advance over cost 1,000.00
Travel in connection with sewerage disposal 270.33
$ 11,073.27
?alance transferred to E. & D 1,443.23
$ 12,516.50
WEIRS WATERFRONT
Bond issue allocation $ 10,000.00
Balance carried forward to 1948-49 fiscal year $ 10,000.00
WYATT COMMUNITY HOUSE
Receipts
Balance February 15, 1947 $ 3,500.00





Part payment on heating plant 250.00






Sale of police car 1,010.00
Sale of firearms and warning light 177.29




Gas and oil 735.68
Insurance 167.14
Labor and materials 280.83
Light and power 31.44
Lockup 243.42
Lunches—prisoners 45.27




Postage and express 2.52
Printing ; 130.80

















Paid State Treasurer $ 3,494.00
TENNIS COURTS, PARKS
Balance from Feb. 15, 1947 : $ 2.820.00




Clergymen's payroll $ 62.00
Physicians' payroll ....: 215.50
$ 277.50
Balance transferred to E. & D 22.50
$ 300.00














Dr. Earl J. Gage 500.00
Dr. R. W. Smith 50.00
Health Inspector
C. F. Mowers 2,950.00
Public Health Nurse
Julia Periard 2,524.97
Telephone and Gas service 20.33
$ 6,448.21










Members of Board of Public Works 300.00
City Auditor 600.00
Citv Clerk 3,000.00




Sealer of Weights and Measures 600.00
Secretaries and stenographers 7,117.57







Refunds from city cases 839.00
$ 11,839.00
Payments
Support of families $ 1,655.70
Support of single persons 714.16
Support of veterans 1,224.66
Board and care of adults 2,428.50









Weirs pay toilets 699.46
Armstrong Company Concession 1,253.43
Rent Weirs seaplane base 350.00
Transfer from E. & D. to balance 297.77
$ 3,100.66
Payment
Public Service Co. of N. H $ 225.97
Insurance 141.76
American Coin Lock Co., pay toilets 209.84
Labor and materials 1,996.53
Supplies 121.82
William A. Cannon, seaplane base repairs 308.58
Winnipesaukee Water Co 96.16
$ 3,100.66





Growing wood and timber 2,880.00
Horses 33 4,475.00
Cows 163 23,945.00
Other neat stock 49 4,250.00




Boats and launches 195 96,960.00
Wood and lumber 1,900.00
Gasoline pumps and tanks 144 23,065.00
Stock in trade 3,461,685.00
Mills and machinery 1,621,056.00
National Bank stock at 1% 194,265.00
$20,918,328.00
Valuation of Ward 1 $ 2.078,181.00
Valuation of Ward 2 4,758,594.00
Valuation of Ward 3 3,214,571.00
Valuation of Ward 4 3,743,434.00
Valuation of Ward 5 2,389,830.00
Valuation of Ward 6 4,539,453.00
National Bank stock taxes at 1% 194,265.00
$20,918,328.00
Taxes on National Bank stock at 1% $ 1,942.65
Taxes assessed, real estate and personal property 746,066.27
Taxes assessed, 6,719 polls at $2.00 13,438.00
$ 761,446.92
Taxes on $1,000 $36.00.
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To the Honorable Mayor and City Council
I hereby submit my report as Collector of Taxes for the City
of Laconia for the fiscal year ending- February 15, 1948.
TAXES
1947
Total amount of taxes committed by the Board of Assessors $748,008.92
Total amount of polls committed by the Board of Assessors 13,438.00
Total amount of added taxes committed by the Board of Assessors 6,242.70
Total amount of polls added not committed 310.00
$767,999.62
Total amount collected to February 15, 1948 $682,762.79
Total amount polls collected February 15, 1948 10,416.00
Total amount of taxes abated February 15, 1948 11,620.26
Total amount of polls abated February 15, 1948 682.00
Total amount uncollected February 15, 1948 62,518.57
$767,999.62
1946
Total amount uncollected February 15, 1947 $ 51,592.77
Total amount added tax committed by Board of Assessors 709.80
Total amount added polls not committed 86.00
$ 52,388.57
Total amount collected to February 15, 1948 $ 45,009.38
Total amount abated to February 15, 1948 5,507.70
Total amount uncollected to February 15, 1948 1,871.49
$ 52,388.57
1945
Total amount uncollected February 15, 1947 $ 2,402.37
Total amount added polls not committed 2.00
$ 2,404.37
Total amount collected to February 15, 1948 $ 455.63
Total amount abated to February 15, 1948 160.10
Total amount uncollected February 15, 1948 1,788.64
$ 2,404.37
1945
Total amount $3.00 polls uncollected February IS, 1947 $ 2,955.00
Total amount added $3.00 polls not committed 3.00
$ 2,958.00
Total amount collected to February 15, 1948 $ 302.40
Total amount uncollected to February 15, 1948 2,655.60
$ 2,958.00
1944
Total amount uncollected February 15, 1947 $ 2,070.88
Total amount added tax not committed 4.00
$ 2,074.88
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Total amount collected to February 15, 1948 ...
Total amount abated to February 15, 1948
Total amount uncollected to February 15, 1948
1944
Total amount $3.00 polls uncollected February 15, 1947
Total amount $3.00 polls added not committed
Total amount collected to February 15, 1948












Total amount uncollected February 15, 1947 $ 1,522.04
Total amount added tax not committed 2.00
$ 1,524.04
Total amount collected to February 15, 1948 $ 118.87
Total amount abated to February 15, 1948 1,405.17
$ 1,524.04
1942
Total amount uncollected February 15, 1947 $ 1,338.85
Error on poll taxes 2.00
$ 1,340.85
Total amount collected to February 15, 1948 $ 72.43
Total amount abated 1,268.42
$ 1,340.85
SUMMARY
Prop & Poll Interest
Total amount collected for 1947 $693,178.79 $ 518.12
Total amount collected for 1946 45,009.38 1,704.67
Total amount collected for 1945 455.63 58.10
Total amount collected for 1945 $3. noils 302.40 25.86
Total amount collected for 1944 331.20 63.58
Total amount collected for 1944 $3. polls 147.00 27.33
Total amount collected for 1943 118.87 33.45
Total amount collected for 1942 72.43 29.23
Total amount of interest collected 2,460.34 $ 2,460.34
$742,076.04
TOTAL SUMMARY
Total taxes collected to February 15, 1948 $739,615.70
Total interest collected to February 15, 1948 2,460.34
Total taxes redeemed February 15, 1948 2,077.76






TAXES REDEEMED PROPERTY SOLD TO CITY
REPORT FEBRUARY 15, 1948
1943 TAX SOLD TO CITY Taxes Interest Total
Sleeper, Flora J $ 6.58 $ 6.58
1944 TAX SOLD TO CITY
York, Katherine L $ 235.53 43.80 279.33
Davis, William J 37.43 7.65 45.08
Ford, "heirs" Sarah 44.23 10.21 54.44
Sleeper, Flora J 115.64 27.48 143.12
$ 432.83 $89.14 $ 521.97
1945 TAX SOLD TO CITY
Wright, Percy $ 43.77 $ 2.10 $ 45.87
Fitzgerald, Johanna and Annie Reidy 61.43 2.58 64.01
Fortin, Emile and Yvonne 16.39 .87 17.26
Constant, Elmer Jr 7.74 .53 8.27
Snierson, Yetta 139.06 7.69 146.75
Walker, Walter W. and Lillian L 65.24 7.11 72.35
Bisson, Wilfred M 186.74 11.49 198.23
Landry, George and Louise 28.26 2.81 31.07
York, Katherine L 253.66 23.99 277.65
Davis, William J 40.06 4.27 44.33
Perkins, Althea :. 6.20 .72 6.92
$ 848.55 $64.16 $ 912.71
1946 TAX SOLD TO CITY
Clifford, Lillian and Steven Raptis $ 73.86 $ .31 $ 74.17
Laconia Savings Bank 38.69 .03 38.72
Randall, Boardman 91.44 .28 91.72
Brown, John F 214.55 1.17 215.72
Davis, William J 42.21 .29 42.50
Fortin, Emile and Yvonne 12.36 .13 12.49
Much, Rupert 137.17 1.91 139.08
Smith, Clyde and Neva 66.39 1.14 67.53
Clow, Harry 29.91 .61 30.52
Johnson, Joseph 58.27 1.28 59.55
Johnson, Joseph 6.53 .15 6.68
Hurd, Arthur and Gladys 25.00 25.00
$ 796.38 $ 7.30 $ 803.68
SUMMARY
Balance of amount purchased on 1943 list $ 6.58 $ 6.58
Balance of amount purchased on 1944 list $ 584.30
Amount redeemed to February 15, 1948 432.83 $89.14 $ 521.97
Total amount unredeemed February 15, 1948 151.47
$ 584.30
Balance of amount purchased on 1945 list $2,033.35
Amount redeemed to February 15, 1948 ' 848.55 $64.16 $ 912.71
Amount unredeemed February 15, 1948 1,184.80
$2,033.35
Amount purchased on 1946 list $4,788.18
Amount redeemed to February 15, 1948 796.38 $ 7.30 $ 803.68
Amount unredeemed February 15, 1948 3,991.80
$2,244.94
$4,788.18
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OVERLAY FOR ABATEMENTS
Balance Feb. 15, 1947 $ 135.30
Revenue account estimated revenue 28,882.95





Balance transferred to excess and deficiency ". 14,693.97
$36,396.73
PROPERTY SOLD CITY—1944 TAXES
Balance of amount purchased on 1944 list $ 584.30
Redeemed $ 432.83
Amount unredeemed February 15, 1948 151.47
$ 584.30
1945
Balance of amount purchased on 1945 list $ 2,033.35
Redeemed $ 848.55
Amount unredeemed February 15, 1948 1,184.80
$ 2,033.35
1946
Amount purchased on 1946 list $ 4,788.18
Redeemed 796.38
Amount unredeemed February 15, 1948 3,991.80
$ 4,788.18
PROPERTY ACQUIRED BY TAX DEED
Received from sale of tax deeded property $ 368.04
Transfer from E. & D. to balance 1,696.95
$ 2,064.99
Payments




PROPERTY ACQUIRED BY TAX TITLE
Kendrick Adjustment $ 64.99
Balance carried forward into next year 241.55
$ 306.54
Balance February 15, 1947 $ 306.54
STATE OF. NEW HAMPSHIRE
Income
Received Savings Bank Tax $ 9,228.84
Received Railroad Tax 1,365.44
Received Interest and Dividend Tax 11,176.69
$ 21,770.97
Transfer from E. & D. to balance 1,237.03
$ 21008.00
Dr.
Revenue account estimated Savings Bank Tax $ 10,800.00
Revenue account estimated Railroad Tax 1,500.00
Revenue account estimated Interest and Dividend 10,708.00
$ 23,008.00
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE BONUS TAX—1944
Cr.




Amount paid State Treasurer $ \77.33
Balance due State, liability, Feb. 15, 1948 2,538.00
$ 2,715.33
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE BONUS TAX—1945
Cr.





Amount paid State Treasurer $ 328.26
Balance due State, liability, Feb. 15, 1948 2,655.60
$ 2,983.86
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE POLL TAX—1944
Cr.
Amount paid State Treasurer $ 147.00
Interest 27.33
Balance carried forward to 1948-49 fiscal year 2,517.00
$ 2,691.33
Dr.
Balance due Feb. 15, 1947 $ 2,664.00
Interest 27.33
$ 2,691.33
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE POLL TAX—1945
Cr.
Amount paid State Treasurer $ 302.40
Interest 25.86
Balance carried forward to 1948-49 fiscal year 2,655.60
$ 2,983.86
Dr.
Balance due Feb. 15, 1947 $ 2,955.00
Interest 25.86





Balance due Feb. 15, 1947 $ 1,344.85




Balance due Feb. 15, 1947 $ 1,527.04




Balance due Feb. 15, 1947 $ 2,070.88
Added tax 6.00
$ 2,076.88
Paid City Treasurer y^33i^
Abated 126.01
Balance carried forward to 1948-49 fiscal year 1,619.67
$ 2,076.88
1945
Balance due Feb. 15, 1947 $ 2,402.37
Added tax 2.00
$ 2,404.37
Paid City Treasurer $ 455.63
Abated 160.10
Balance carried forward to 1948-49 fiscal year 1,788.64
$ 2,404.37
1946
Balance due Feb. 15. 1947 $ 51,592.79
Added tax '. 807.80
$ 52,400.59
Paid City Treasurer ^45^009^
Abated 5,507.70
Balance carried forward to 1948-49 fiscal year 1,883.49
'
$ 52,400.59
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1947
Taxes committed by the Board of Assessors , $746,066.27
Poll taxes committed 13,438.00
National Bank tax 1,942.65
Added tax 6,552.70
Overpayment 1946 tax 10.00
$768,009.62
Paid City Treasurer $693,178.79
Abated 12,302.26
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Cash on hand February 16, 1947 $ 351.00
Deferred invoices 470.00
From city 15,608.01
From city (bonus as granted) 400.00
From Gale estate 2,073.99
Interest 390.02
Refunded check 11.50
Fines, rentals, etc 1,488.23





Periodicals : 388 27
Binding 131.93














N. H.-Vt. hospitalization 148.10
Collector of Internal Revenue 943.50
N. H. Employees' Retirement 167.64
Total $ 18.848.46
Deferred invoices 1,075.0')






Cash on hand, February 16, 1947 $ 5.02
Deferred invoices 200.00
From Gale estate 691.33
From City of Laconia 3,083.65
Total $ 3,980.00
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Payments
Fertilizer , $ 89.30
Flowers 173.95
Fountain maintenance 49.50










Collector of Internal Revenue 113.50
Total $ 2,291.51
Deferred invoices $ 1,200.00




To the Honorable Mayor and City Council
of the City of Laconia
:
I hereby submit my report as Treasurer of the City of Laconia
for the year ending February 15, 1948, as follows:
RECEIPTS
Public improvements—Bonds Issued $ 100,000.00
Premium and accrued interest 398.1/
City Hall 29.65








Insurance on G.A.R. Hall 758.41
Interest on taxes 2,627.52









Old Age Assistance 1,207.81
Parking meters 16,243.07
Property sold by city 170.18





State of New Hampshi- c :
Savings Bank tax 9,228.84
Railroad tax 1.365.44




Support of Poor 839.00














Weirs pay toilets 372.02
Weirs development 1,580.87
Weirs airbase 350.00
Board of Public Works 13,901.43
Balance Feb. 15, 1947 116,218.67
$1,538,457.79
PAYMENTS
Aged dependents $ 22,505.23
Athletic field lights 7,434.88
Belknap County tax 73,703.15
Bonds Paid:
City Bridge and Highway 4,000.00
City improvements 3,000.00
Public improvements 6,000.00
Pavement and sidewalks 2,500.00
New High School 3,750.00
Serial notes 1939 1,500.00
Coupons Paid:
City Bridge and Highway 240.00
City improvements 63.75
Public improvements 750.00
Pavement and sidewalks 356.25
New High School 1,012.50
Serial notes 123.76
Athletic field lights 32.50
City Hall maintenan-° 6,637.86
City Lock-up 5,271.29
Conventions 750.00
City Officers' expense 10,234.37
City Planning Board 2,332.19
Discount on notes 1,603.75
Dog license 380.98
Elections 1.130.44
Excess and diflr. acc't , 300.00
Fire Dept 61,449.20
Fire Station doors 848.45
Fuel acc't 493.25
G.A.R. Hall repairs 765.86
Health Dept 6,448.21




Lakes Region development 900.00
Leavitt Fund 671.15
Memorial Day 600.00
Moth and Forestry 375.87
Motor vehicles 77.47
Alunicipal Court .'. 7,207.41
Notes paid 325,000.00
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Petty Cash Fund 2U0.0U
Special Poll Tax 505.59
Opechee Garden Club 90.50
Overlay for abatements 926.10
Parks 9,213.30
Parking lot rent 500.00
Parking meters 11,956.29
Police Dept 50,373.84








Support of Poor 9,749.60
Trustees Trust Funds 3,942.29
Weirs development 3,100.66
Wharf rent 450.00
Wvatt Park Comm. house 4,681.41
Vital Statistics 277.50
Highways and Bridges 213,137.83
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It is the hope of those concerned with the pubHca-
tion of the City Report for 1948 that it will meet
with the approval of all our citizens.
Pictures and graphs have been added and written
reports have been reduced to essential facts to make
the report more interesting and more easily read.
Moreover, the cost of the publication will be lower.
All this is in line with the practice in progressive
committees.
Vital statistics and the ordinances and resolutions
are bound separately for those who have a use for
them.
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Balance Sheet 42
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Ward Election Officials 8
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passed during the Year
ending February 15, 1948
Compiled Ordinances relative to
traffic rules and regulation s
(^rARCH 1947 TO June 28, 1948).
Amend Chapter 42 of the compiled Or-
dinances by striking out the whole thereof
and inserting in place thereof the follow-
ing
:
Article I. Definitions. For the pur-
pose of this ordinance
:
(a) The word "vehicle" shall mean
any device in, upon or by which any per-
son or property is or may be transported
upon a highway, except a device which is
operated upon rails or tracks.
(b) The word "street" shall mean
any public street, avenue, road, alley,
highway, lane, path, or other public place
located in the City of Laconia and estab-
lished for the use of vehicles.
(c) The word "person" shall mean
and include any individual, firm, partner-
ship, association or corporation.
(d) The word "operator" shall mean
and include every individual who shall
operate a vehicle as the owner thereof, or
as the agent, employee or permittee of
the owner, or is in actual physical con-
trol of a vehicle.
(e) The word ''park" or "parking"
shall mean the standing of a vehicle
whether occupied or not, upon a street
otherwise than temporarily for the pur-
pose of, and while actually engaged in
receiving or discharging passengers or
loading or unloading merchandise or in
obedience to traffic regulations, signs or
signals or an involuntary stopping of the
vehicle by reason of causes beyond the
control of the operator of the vehicle.
(f) The words "Parking Meter" shall
mean and include any mechanical device
or meter not inconsistent with this ordi-
nance placed or erected for the regulation
of parking by authority of this ordinance.
Each parking meter installed shall indi-
cate by proper legend the legal parking
time established by the city and when
operated shall at all times indicate the
balance of legal parking time, and at the
expiration of such period shall indicate
illegal or overtime parking.
(g) The words "Parking Meter Zone"
shall mean and include any restricted
street upon which parking meters are in-
stalled and in operation.
(h) The words "Parking Meter
Space" shall mean any space within a
parking meter zone, adjacent to a parking
meter and which is duly designated for
the parking of a single vehicle by lines
painted or otherwise durably marked on
the curb or on the surface of the street
adjacent the parking meters.
Article II. J 'chicles in motion
Section I. A vehicle shall not turn
about in a public street. Nor shall any
such turn be made at a street intersection.
Section II. No person shall steal a
ride on any vehicle or ride on the rear
of any vehicle without the consent of the
driver.
Article III. Vehicles Stopping or
Standing.
Section I. No vehicle shall stop or
stand in any public street except close to
the curb or sidewalk unless in an emer-
gency or to allow other vehicles to cross
its path or to permit pedestrians to cross
the street or to discharge or take on
passengers.
Section II. No vehicle shall stop or
stand with its left side to the curb or
sidewalk on any public street.
Section III. The driver of any vehi-
cle shall allow pedestrians crossing a
street at a properly designated crosswalk
the right of way.
Section IV. No vehicle shall stop or
stand at a street intersection unless in an
emergency except to allow other vehicles
to cross its path, or to allow pedestrians
to cross at the intersection, or in response
to a police signal.
Section V. No vehicle shall stop or
stand within ten feet of a fire hydrant
except that a vehicle may stop or stand
within any designated parking area in
accordance with other provisions of this
ordinance.
Section VI. No vehicle with an
overall length of more than 17 feet shall
park in a diagonal parking space unless
said vehicle is actually being loaded or
unloaded.
O 3
Section VII. All vehicles shall be
driven and parked in accordance with
such designated lines and areas as shall
be made by the Police Department.
Section VIII. No vehicle shall stop
or stand for more than two hours at a
time from nine o'clock A.M. until
six
o'clock P.M. on a Monday, Tuesday.
Wednesday, Tliursday and Saturday,
or
from nine A.M. until eight P.M.
on a
Friday, holidays excepted, on:
(a) The westerly side of Main
Street
from the southeasterly corner
of the lot
on which is located the building
numbered
384 Main Street to Church Street
(b) The easterly side of Main
Street
from the southeast corner
of the lot on
which is located #385 Main
Street to
Oak Street.
(c) The southerly side of Court
Street
from Main Street to Academy
Street.
(d) The Northerly side
of Court
Street from Main Street to Varney
Court.
Ce) The easterly side of
Academy
Street from Court Street to
the Court
house drive, so-called.
(f) The southerly side of
Union
Avenue from Main Street to the
north-
west corner of building located
at 11/
Union Avenue ; and from the
intersection
of Summer Street and Union Avenue
to
the intersection of Gilford
Avenue.
(g) The northerly side of
Union
Avenue from Church Street to the
south-




located building numbered 300
Union
Avenue.
(h) Mill Street from Main Street
to Beacon Street.
(i) The southerly side of Hanover
Street from Main Street to Beacon
Street. r r- \
(i) The southerly side ot l^anal
Street from Maine Street to Beacon
Street.
. , . ^
(k) The easterly side of Beacon
Street from Mill Street to the Post Office
driveway, so-called.
(1) the northerly side of Water Street
from the southwest corner of building
numbered 31 Water Street to the main
line tracks of the Boston & Maine Rail-
road.
(m) Tlie westerly side of Pleasant
Street from Main Street to the north-
east corner of the lot on which is located
the City Hall.
(n) The easterly side of Pleasant
Street from Main Street to Veterans'
Square.
(o) Veterans' Square from Pleasant
Street to Main Street.
(p) The southerly side of Church
Street from Main Street to Beacon
Street : from the Post Office Drive so-
called to the northeast corner of building
#71 Church Street; from River Street
to Union Avenue.
(q) The northerly side of Church
Street from Main Street to the driveway
at 64 Church Street, excepting the three
( 3 ) parking spaces included between en-
trances to the circular drive at the Saint
Joseph's Rectory.
(r) The easterly side of Messer Street
from Church Street.
(s) The northwesterly side of Davis
Place.
(t) Tlie northwesterly side of Strafiford
Street.
(u) The easterly side of Union Avenue
from the entrance to the Mount Belknap
garage to the northwest corner of the
building numbered 799 Union Avenue.
(v) The westerly side of Union Ave-
nue from the southeast corner of the
building numbered 756 Union Avenue to
Elm Street.
(w) The northerly side of Elm Street
from Union Avenue to Fore Street.
(x) The northerly side of Baldwin
Street from Union Avenue to Pine
Street.
(y) The southerly side of High Street
from Union Avenue to Avery Street.
(z) Summer Street from Union Ave-
nue to a point opposite the southeasterly
corner of the building numbered 20 Sum-
mer Street.
(aa) Winter Street from Union Ave-
nue to a point opposite the southeasterly
corner of the building numbered 20 Win-
ter Street.
(ab) The southerly side of Gilford
Avenue to a point opposite Dewey Street.
(ac) The northerly side of Union
Avenue from Main Street to the north-
east corner of the building numbered 24
Union Avenue.
(ad) On northerly side of Church
Street from Howard Street to Davis
Place.
Section IX. No vehicle shall stop or
stand for more than 15 minutes at a time
from nine o'clock A.M. until six o'clock
P.M. on a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
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Thursday and Saturday, or from nine
o'clock A.M. until eight o'clock P.M. on
Friday, holidays excepted on
:
(a) Beacon Street from the Post
Office drive so-called to Church Street.
(b) Church Street from Beacon
Street to the Post Office drive so-called.
(c) The northerly side of Church
Street between the entrances to the Cir-
cular drive at the Saint Joseph's Rectory.
(d) One parking space on the north-
erly side of Union Avenue parallel to the
Busy Corner Store, so-called.
Section X. No vehicle shall stop or
stand en
:
(a) The westerly side of Main Street
from the Boston and Maine railroad
tracks to Oak Street.
(b) The southerly side of Harvard
Street from Main Street to a point op-
posite the westerly boundary line of the
property of the Laconia Clinic.
(c) The westerly side of Beacon
Street.
(d) Mill Street from the intersec-
tion of Beacon Street to Union Avenue.
(e) The northerly side of Canal
Street.
(f) The northerly side of Water
Street from Main and Pleasant Streets
to the southwest corner of the building
numbered 31 Water Street.
(g) The southerly side of Water
Street from Main Street to the main
tracks of the Boston and Maine Railroad.
(h) Tlie southerly side of Union
Avenue from the northwest corner of
building #117 Union Avenue to the
southwest corner of building #153 Union
Avenue.
(i) Northerly side of Union Avenue
from #24 Union Avenue to the intersec-
tion of Church Street, excepting for one
parking space on the northerly side of
Union Avenue parallel to the Busy Corner
Store, so-called.
(j ) The northerly side of Gilford
Avenue from Union Avenue to Morrill
Street.
(k) The easterly side of Academy
Street from the Court House drive so-
called to the northerly intersection of
Academy Square.
(1) The westerly side of Baldwin
Street from Union Avenue to Pine Street.
(m) The northerly side of Avery
Street from Baldwin Street to Dixon
Street.
(n) The northerly side of Hanover
Street.
(o) The easterly side of Pleasant
Street from the railroad crossing to a
point opposite the northwest corner of the
lot on which is situated house numbered
185 Pleasant Street.
(p) The westerly side of Messer Street
from Church Street to the railroad cross-
ing.
(q) The northerly side of Church
Street from the driveway at 64 Church
Street to Howard Street.
(r) The southerly side of Church
Street along the bridge.
(s) Elliott Street.
(t) The northerly side of High Street
from Union Avenue to Avery Street.
(u) The northerly side of Tower
Street during the period from June 15th
to September 15th of each year.
(v) The southeasterly side of Davis
Place.
(w) The southeasterly side of Straf-
ford Street.
(x) The southerly side of Elm Street
from the Scott & Williams gate to Union
Avenue.
(y) Elm Street along either side of the
Elm Street Bridge, so-called.
Article IV. Traffic Signs and Signals.
Section 1. Stop signs shall be erected
at street intersections by vote of the City
Council and shall be of a type and size
approved by the state highway commis-
sioner. Every person driving a vehicle
shall, upon approaching an intersection at
which there is such a stop sign facing h'ni
and at which there is no police officer di-
recting traffic and are no traffic lights in
operation, come to a full stop before cross-
ing said intersection and yield the right
of way to any vehicle approaching said
intersection by any street not likewise
posted.
Section 2. No person shall drive a ve-
hicle on to or over the intersection of
highways protected by any traffic signal
or signals maintained by the City when
such signal or signals show a red or an
amber light facing him, or otherwise indi-
cates that vehicles are to be stopped ; pro-
vided, however, that he may make a right
hand turn over such intersection if there
is a green arrow on such signal or sig-
nals or a sign posted by the city, indicating
that such a turn is permissable, and if in
so doing he does not have to pass to the
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left of any vehicle stopped or stopping be-
cause of such signal or signals.
Article V. One-Way Streets.
Sfxtion 1. The following named streets,
or portions of streets, are hereby desig-
nated one-way streets and traffic thereon
shall move only in the direction des-
ignated :
(a) Mill Street from the intersection
of Union Avenue to the intersection of
Beacon Street : Motor vehicles shall move
in a southwesterly direction along said
portion of Mill Street.
(b) Hanover Street: Motor vehicles
shall move in a northeasterly direction
onlv along Hanover Street.
(c) Canal Street : Motor vehicles shall
move in a northeasterly direction only
along Canal Street.
(d) Water Street: Motor vehicles shall
move in a northwesterly direction only
along Water Street.
(e) Davis Place : Motor vehicles shall
move in a northwesterly direction only
along Davis Place.
Article VI. Parking Meters and
Parking Meter Zones
Section 1. Parking Meter Zone. The
following named and described areas,
street, or portions of streets and such
other areas, streets, or portions of streets
as may hereafter be included in this sec-
tion by amendment hereto, lying withm
the corporate limits of the City of La-
conia, shall constitute a Parking Meter
Zone, namely
:
(a) The westerly side of Main Street
from the southeasterly corner of the lot
on which is located the building numbered
384 Main Street to Church Street.
(b) The easterly side of Main Street
from the southeast corner of the lot on
which is located building #383 Main
Street to the Boston and Maine R. R.
crossing.
(c) The southerly side of Court Street
from Main Street to Academy Street.
(d) The northerly side of Court Street
from Main Street to Varney Court.
(e) The easterly side of Academy
Street from Court Street to the Court-
house drive, so-called.
(f) The southerly side of Union
Avenue from Main Street to the north-
west corner of building located at 117
Union Avenue and from the southwest
corner of the building located at 153
Union Avenue to Gilford Avenue.
(g) The northerly side of Union
Avenue from Church Street to the Ar-
mory, so-called.
(h) Mill Street from Main Street to
Rtacon Street.
(i) The southerly side of Hanover
Street from Main Street to Beacon
Street.
( j ) The southerly side of Canal
Street from Main Street to Beacon Street.
(k) The easterly side of Beacon Street
from Mill Street to the Post Office Drive,
so-called.
(1) The westerly side of Pleasant
Street from Maine Street to the north-
east corner of the lot on which is located
the City Hall.
(m) The easterly side of Pleasant
Street from Main Street to Veterans'
Square.
(n) Veterans' Square from Pleasant
Street to Main Street.
(o) The southerly side of Church
Street from Main Street to Beacon Street,
and from the Post Office Drive, so-called
to the bridge.
(p) The northerly side of Church
Street from Main Street to the driveway
at 64 Church Street, excepting the three
(3) parking spaces included between the
entrances to the circular drive at the Saint
Joseph's Rectory.
(q) The easterly side of Union Avenue
from the entrance to the Mount Belknap
garage to the northwest corner of the
building numbered 799 Union Avenue.
(r) The westerly side of Union Ave-
nue from the southeast corner of the
building numbered 756 Union Avenue to
Elm Street.
(s) The northerly side of Elm Street
from Union Avenue to Fore Street.
(t) The northerly side of Union Ave-
nue from Main Street to the northeast
corner of the building numbered 24 Union
.•\venue.
Section 2. Designation of Parking
Sp-accs. The Chief of Police is hereby
directed and authorized to mark off in-
dividual parking spaces in the parking
zones designated and described in Section
2 of this ordinance and in such other zones
as may hereafter be established, said park-
ing spaces to be designated by lines
painted or durably marked on the curb-
ing or surface of the street. At each space
so marked off it shall be unlawful to park
any vehicle in such a way that said ve-
hicle shall not be entirely within the limits
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of the space so designated, unless such ve-
hicle be too large to be confined in one
such space.
Section 3. Installation of Parking
Meters. In said parking meter zones the
Chief of Police shall cause Duncan Park-
ing Meters to be installed upon the curb
or sidewalk immediately adjacent to the
parking spaces provided in Section 3 of
this ordinance, and the Chief of Police
shall be responsible for the regulation, con-
trol, operation, maintenance and use of
such parking meters. Eacli device shall be
so arranged that upon the expiration of the
lawful time limit it will indicate by a
proper visible signal that the lawful park-
ing period has expired and in such cases
the right of such vehicle to occupy such
space shall cease and the operator, owner,
possessor or manager thereof shall be sub-
ject to the penalties hereinafter provided.
Section 4. Operation of Parking Me-
ters. Except in a period of emergency
determined by an officer of the Fire or
Police Department, or in compliance with
the directions of a police officer or traf-
fic control sign or signal, when any ve-
hicle shall be parked in any parking space
alongside or next to which a parking me-
ter is located, the operator of such ve-
hicle shall upon entering the said parking
meter space, immediately deposit or cause
to be deposited in said meter such proper
coin of the United States as is required
for such parking meter and is as desig-
nated by proper directions on the meter,
and when required by tlie directions on
the meter, the operator of such vehicle,
after the deposit of the proper coin or
coins, shall also set in operation the tim-
ing mechanism on such meter in accord-
ance with directions properly appearing
thereon, and failure to deposit such proper
coin and to set the timing mechanism in
operation when so required, shall consti-
tute a violation of this ordinance. Upon
the deposit of such coin (and the setting
of the timing mechanism in operation
when so required) the parking space may
be lawfully occupied by such vehicle dur-
ing the period of time which has been
prescribed for the part of the street in
which said parking space is located, pro-
vided that any person placing a vehicle
in a parking meter space adjacent to a
meter which indicated that unused time
has been left in the meter by a previous
occupant of the space shall not be re-
quired to deposit a coin so long as his
occupancy of said space does not exceed
the indicated unused parking time. If
said vehicle shall remain parking in any
such parking space, then and in that event
such vehicle shall be considered as park-
ing overtime and beyond the period of
legal parking time, and such parking shall
be deemed a violation of this ordinance.
Section 5. Parking Time Limits.
(a) Parking or standing a vehicle in
a designated space in a parking meter zone
than be lawful for twelve (12) minutes
upon deposit of a one-cent coin, twenty-
four (24) minutes upon the deposit of
two (2) one-cent coins, thirty-six (36)
minutes upon the deposit of three (3)
one-cent coins, forty-eight (48) minutes
upon the deposit of four one-cent coins,
sixty (60) minutes upon the deposit of
five (5) one-cent coins or one (1) five-
cent coin, seventy-two (72) minutes for
six (6) one-cent coins or one (1) one-
cent coin and one (1) five-cent coin,
eighty-four (84) minutes upon the depo-
sit of eight (8) one-cent coins or
three
(3) one-cent coins and one (1) five-
cent coin, one hundred eight (108) mm-
utes upon the deposit of nine (9) one-
cent coins or four (4) one-cent coins and
one (1) five-cent coin, one hundred
twenty (120) minutes upon the deposit
of ten (10) one-cent coins or two (2)
five-cent coins, unless the parking meter
space in which case one (1) one-cent com
deposited in the proper parkmg meter
space shall entitle the properly parked ve-
hicle to remain lawfully parked m said
parking meter space fifteen (15) minutes.
(b) Said parking meters shall be oper-
ated in said parkin"- meter zones
Mon-
day, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Saturday between the hours of nine o'clock
\ M and 6 -.00 P.M. and Friday 9 :00
o'clock A.M. and 8 o'clock P.M. except
Sundays and holidays, provided however
that within the meaning of this ordinance
the term "holidav" shall include the fol-
lowing days only: the first day of Jan-
uary, Fast Day, Memorial Day. Inde-
pendence Dav. Labor Day. Christmas, and
the dav designated by the Governor^ of
New Hampshire as a day of Thanksgiving.
Section 6. J'iolations. It shall be un-
lawful and a violation of the provisions
of this ordinance for any person:
(a) To cause, allow, permit or suffer
any vehicle registered in the name of, or
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operated by such person to be parked
overtime, or beyond the period of legal
parking time established for any parking
meter zone as herein described, or to de-
posit in any parking meter any coin for
the purpose of parking beyond the maxi-
mum legal parking time for the particular
parking meter zone.
(b) To permit any vehicle to remain
or be placed in any parking space adja-
cent to any parking meter while said me-
ter is displaying a signal indicating that
the vehicle occupying such parking space
has already been parked beyond the per-
iod prescribed for such parking space.
(c) To park any vehicle across any
line or marking of a parking meter space
or in such position that the vehicle shall
not be entirely within the area designated
by such lines or marking, unless such
vehicle be too large to park within one
such parking meter space.
(d) To deface, injure, tamper with,
open or wilfully break, destroy, or impair
the usefulness of any parking meter in-
stalled under the provisions of this ordi-
nance.
(e) To deposit or cause to be de-
posited in any parking meter any slugs,
device or metal substance, or other sub-
stitutes for lawful coins of the United
States of America.
Section 7. Enforcemenf. It shall be
the duty of the Police Department to
enforce the provisions of this ordinance.
Proof of ownership of any vehicle found
parked in violation of this ordinance shall
be prima facie evidence that such owner
parked said vehicle.
Section 8. Collections. It shall be the
duty of the City Clerk to designate some
member of the City Clerk's department
to make regular collections of the money
deposited in said meters and it shall be
the duty of such person so designated to
remove from the parking meters the
money therein and to deliver to the City
Clerk the money so collected to be counted
and deposited with the City Treasurer.
Section 9. Use of Funds. The coins
deposited in parking meters are required
and shall be used to defray the expense
of proper regulation of traffic upon the
public streets of the City of Laconia ; to
provide for the cost of supervision, regu-
lation and control of the parking vehicles
in parking meter zones ; and to cover the
cost of purchase, supervision, protection,
inspection, installation, operation, mainte-
nance, control and use of parking meters
and otherwise as permitted by law.
Article VII. Taxi Stands
Section 1. The Mayor and City Coun-
cil of the City of Laconia shall cause to
be designated and marked off four (4)
parking places on the westerly side of
Main Street, directly across from the Gale
Memorial Library; five (5) parking places
on the northerly side of Mill Street be-
ginning at the first parking place near
the intersection of said Mill Street with
Alain Street ; one ( 1 ) parking place to
be located on the northerly side of Union
Avenue between the intersection of Bald-
win Street and a point fifty (50) feet
easterly side of Main .Street; and one
(1) parking place on the easterly side
of Main Street south of the intersection
of Union Avenue and Main Street and
situated between the entrances to the
Standard Oil Company, for the exclusive
use of taxicabs.
Section 2. It shall be unlawful for any
person, except persons operating taxi-cabs
duly licensed by the City of Laconia, to
park a motor vehicle in an area marked
off and designated as a taxi stand.
Article VIII. Vehicles Excepted.
Section 1. Nothing in this Chapter
shall apply to fire apparatus, ambulances
or police cars or vehicles officially used
in connection with the fire department and
police department of the City of Laconia,
but such vehicles shall at all times be
operated and otherwise handled in a
reasonable manner under the circum-
stances.
Article IX.
Section 1. The police department shall
control all traffic in the highways. Ve-
hicles must stop or start immediately on
signal by any police ofiicer in uniform.
Section 2. Any police officer in uni-
form, in his discretion, may remove any
vehicle left upon any street when such
vehicle is not in the apparent charge of
any driver or other person, or when such
vehicle is parked in violation of the regu-
lations of this chapter other than over-
time parking during the hours the park-
ing meters are legally in force.
Article X. Bus Stops. The Chief of
Police shall designate and properly mark
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suitable areas or places at which buses
may pick up or discharge passengers.
Article XI. Bicycle Parking. The
Chief of Police shall designate suitable
areas in the business district for the park-
ing of bicycles and shall install in such
areas appropriate racks in which bicycles
may be parked.
Article XII. Reservation of Poivers.
Nothing in this ordinance shall be con-
strued as prohibiting the City of Laconia
from providing for busstops, for taxi-
cab stands and other matters of similar
nature, including the loading or unloading
of trucks, vans or other commercial ve-
hicles.
Article XIII. Repeal of Conflicting
Ordinances. All ordinances and parts of
ordinances inconsistent with the terms of
this chapter are hereby repealed; pro-
vided, however, that such repeal shall be
only to the extent of such inconsistency
and in all other respects this ordinance
shall be cumulative of other ordinances
regulating and governing the subject mat-
ter covered by this ordinance.
Article XIV. Severability. If any sec-
tion or provisions, or parts thereof in
this ordinance shall be adjudged invalid
or unconstitutional, such invalidity or
unconstitutionality shall not afifect the
validity of the ordinance as a whole or
of any other section or provision or part
hereof.
Article XV. Exercise of Police Pozuer.
This entire ordinance shall be deemed and
construed to be an exercise of the police
power of the City of Laconia in the State
of New Hampshire for the preservation
ajid protection of public safety, and all
of its provisions shall be liberally con-
strued with a view to the effectuation of
such purposes.
Article XVI. Punislnnent for Viola-
tion.
Section 1. Any person violating any
provision of this Chapter shall be published
by a fine of not more than twenty (20)
dollars.
Article XVII. Ozcnership.
Section 1. Proof of ownership of any
vehicle operated in violation of this Chap-
ter shall be prima facie evidence that such
ow;ner operated said vehicle in violation
of this Chapter.
Article XVIII. Effect.
Section 1. This Ordinance shall take
effect upon its passage.
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
AN ORDINANCE Relating to the
Appointment of a Deputy Fire
Chief.
Be it ordained by the City Council of
the City of Laconia, as follows:
Amend Section 1 of Chapter 22 of the
Compiled Ordinances by striking out the
word "four" in the second line and in-
serting in place thereof the words _ "one
deputy chief engineer and three assistant
engineers", so that the said section, as
amended, will read as follows: "Section
I. The fire department shall consist of a
chief engineer, one deputy chief engineer
and three assistant engineers, and as many
engine men, hose men, hook and ladder
men, and drivers as the number of en-
gines and the number and quantity oi
other fire apparatus belonging to the city
shall from time to time require. No mem-
ber of the regular police force shall be
an engineer or member of the fire de-
partment. 'Member' as used here-in shall
include engine men, hose men. hook and
ladder men, drivers and all other persons,
except engineers, engaged in the usual
work of the fire department."
Amend Section 5 of Chapter 22 of the
Compiled Ordinances by striking out the
whole thereof and inserting in place there-
of the following: "Section 5. The chief
engineer of the fire department shall re-
ceive in full for his services the sum of
Three Thousand one hundred dollars per
annum, payable weekly. The deputy chief
engineer of the fire department shall re-
ceive in full for his services the sum of
Three Thousand dollars per annum, pay-
able weekly. The salaries of the first, sec-
ond and third assistant engineers shall be
Two Hundred Seventy-five dollars each
per annum, payable quarterly."
Passed and approved April 28, 1947.
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
AN ORDINANCE Establishing a
City Planning Board.
Be it ordained by the City Council of
the City of Laconia, as folloivs :
City Planning Board Personnel
Section 1. That there be created
hereby a City Plaraiing Board, to consist
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of nine members, namely, the Mayor, one
of the administrative officials of the City
who shall be selected by the Mayor, and
a member of the Council who shall be
selected by it, as members ex-officio, and
six persons who shall be appointed by
the Mayor.
Qikalifications
Section 2. All members of the Plan-
ning Board shall serve as such without
compensation, and the appointed members
shall hold no other municipal office, ex-
cept that one of such appointed members
may be a member of such zoning board
of adjustment as the Mayor and Council
may establish.
Terms
Section 3. The terms of ex-officio
members, shall correspond to their respec-
tive official tenures, except that the term
of the administrative official selected by
the Mayor shall terminate with the term
of the Mayor selecting him. The term of
each appointed member shall be six years,
except that the respective terms of five
of the members first appointed shall be
one, two, three, four and five years.
Renwz'al
Section 4. Members of the Planning
Board other than the member selected
by the Council may, after public hearing,
be removed by the Mayor for inefficiency,
neglect of duty or misfeasance in office.
The Council may for like cause remove
the member selected by it. The Mayor or
the Council, as the case may be, shall file
with the City Clerk a written statement
of reasons for such removal.
Vacancies
Section 5. Vacancies in the member-
ship of the Planning Board occurring
otherwise than through the expiration of
term shall be filled for the duration of
the unexpired term by the Mayor in the
case of members selected or appointed by
him, and by the Council in the case of the
councilman member.
Orgauisafioii
Section 6. The Planning Board shall
elect its chairman from the appointed
members and create and fill such other
offices as it may deem necessary for its
work. The term of chairman shall be one
year, with eligibility for re-election. Tlie
Planning Board shall hold at least ome
regular meeting in each month, and shall
adopt rules for the transaction of business
and shall keep a record of its resolutions,
transactions, findings and determinations,
which record shall be a public record.
Staffs and l-'iiianccs
Section 7. The Planning Board may
appoint such employees as it may deem
necessary for its work, whose appoint-
ment, promotion, demotion and removal
shall be subject to the same provisions
of law as govern other corresponding
civil employees of the City. The Planning
Board may also contract with city plan-
ners, engineers, architects and other con-
sultants for such services as it may re-
quire. The expenditures of the Planning
Board, exclusive of gifts, shall be within
the amounts appropriated for the purpose
by the Council.
Master Plan
Section 8. It shall be the function
and duty of the Planning Board to make
and to perfect from time to time, so far
as funds appropriated by the Council for
such purpose will permit, a master plan
for the development of the City, includ-
ing any areas outside of its boundaries
which, in the Planning Board's judgment,
bear relation to the planning of the City.
Such master plan, with the accompanying
necessary map, plats, charts and descrip-
tion matters, shall be designed with the
intenti-m of showing as fully as is possible
and practicable the Planning Board's
recommendations for the desirable develop-
ment of the territory legally and logically
within the scope of its planning jurisdic-
tion, including, on that basis, among
other things, the general location, charac-
ter and extent of streets, viaducts, sub-
ways, tunnels, bridges, waterways, water-
fronts, boulevards, parkways, roadways in
streets and parks, playgrounds, squares,
parks, aviation fields, and other public
ways, places, grounds and open spaces,
sites for public buildings and other public
property, routes of railroads, omnibuses
and other forms of public transportation,
and the general location and extent of
public utilities and terminals, whether
publicly or privately owned or operated,
for water, light, heat, sanitation, trans-
portation, communication, power and
other purposes; also the acceptance, re-
moval, relocation, widening, narrowing,
vacating, abandonment, change of use of,
or extension of, any of the foregoing
ways, grounds, places, open spaces, build-
ings, properties, utilities or terminals, and
other planning features, as well as a
zoning plan for the control of the height,
area, bulk, location and use of private
and public structures, buildings and pre-
mises and population density ; the general
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character, layout and extent of any com-
munity centers and neighborhood units
;
and the general character, extent, and
layout of the replanning of blighted dis-
tricts and slum areas.
Its Preparation
Section 9. In the course of the pre-
paration of such master plan the Plan-
ning Board may make careful and com-
prehensive surveys and studies of existing
conditions and of data and informatioii
relative to the probable future growth of
the City and its environs. The master
plan shall be made with the general pur-
pose of guiding and accomplishing a co-
ordinated, adjusted and harmonious de-
velopment of the City and its environs,
which will, in accordance with existing
and probable future needs, best promote
health, safety, morals, order, convenience,
prosperity, or the general welfare, as well
as efficiency and economy in the process
of development ; including among other
things, adequate provisions for traffic, the
promotion of safety from fire and other
damages, adequate provision for light and
air, the promotion of good civic design
and arrangement, wise and efficient ex-
penditure of public funds, and the ade-
quate provision of public utilities and
other public requirements.
Adoption and Amendment
Section 10. The Planning Board may
adopt the master plan as a whole by a
single resolution, or may by successive
resolutions, adopt successive parts of the
plan, said parts corresponding with major
geographical sections or divisions of the
City, or with functional sub-divisions of
the subject matter of the plan, and may
adopt any amendment or extension thereof
or addition thereto. Such master plan
shall be a public record, but its purpose
and effect shall be solely to aid the Plan-
ning Board in the performance of its
duties. Tlie adoption of the master plan
or any amendment thereof shall be by
resolution carried by the affirmative votes
of not less than a majority of all the
members of the Planning Board. The
resolution shall refer expressly to the
maps, descriptive matter and other mat-
ters intended by the Planning Board to
form the whole or part of the plan, and
the action taken shall be recorded on the
adopted plan or part thereof adopted, by
the identifying signature of the chairman
or secretary of the Planning Board, and
a copy of the plan or part thereof shall
be certified to the Council.
Miscellaneous Poivers and Duties
Section U. The Planning Board shall
have power to promote public interest in,
and understanding of, the master plan and
of any official map of the City which may
hereafter be established by the Council,
and to that end may publish and dis-
tribute copies of the master plan, or of
such official map, or of any report, and
may employ such other means of publicity
and education as it may deem advisable.
Members of the Planning Board, when
duljr authorized by the said Planning
Board may attend city planning con-
ferences or meetings of city planning
institutes or hearings upon pending city
planning legislation, and the Planning
Board may, by resolution, spread upon
its minutes, pay the reasonable traveling
expenses incident to such attendance. The
Planning Board shall have authority to
make such investigations, maps and re-
ports and recommendations in connection
therewith, relating to the planning and
development of the City, as seem desir-
able to it. The Planning Board may, from
time to time, report and reconmiend to
the appropriate public officials and public
agencies, programs for the development
of the City, for the erection of public
structures and improvements and for the
financing thereof. It shall be part of the
Planning Board's duties to consult and
advise with public officials and agencies,
public utility companies, civic, educational,
professional, research and other organiza-
tions, and with citizens with relation to
the protecting or carrying out of the
master plan, and to make recommenda-
tions relating to the development of the
City. The Planning Board shall have the
right to accept and use gifts for the
exercise of its functions. All public offi-
cials shall, upon request, furnish to the
Planning Board, wntliin a reasonable per-
iod of time, such available information as
it may properly require for its work. In
general, the Planning Board shall have
such powers as may be necessary to en-
able it to fulfill its functions, promote
municipal planning, or carry out the pur-
poses of this ordinance ; provided the to-
tal expenditures of said Board shall not
exceed the appropriation for its expenses.
Zoning Cainmission
Section 12. The Planning Board shall
act as a Zoning Commission, to recom-
mend to the Council the boundaries of
the various original districts provided for
in Revised Laws, Chapter 51, Section 51,
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and appropriate regulations to be enforced
therein. The Planning Board shall make
a preliminary report and hold public
hearings thereon before submitting its
final report to the Council. The Planning
Board may, from time to time, recom-
mend to council amendments of any zoning
ordinance or zoning map or additions
thereto to conform to the board's recom-
mendations for the zoning regulations of
the territory comprised within approved
subdivisions. Said board shall have all
the powers and be subject to the duties
heretofore provided by law for zoning
commission.
Constitutionality
Section 13. If any provision of this
Ordinance is declared unconstitutional or
the application thereof to any person or
circumstances is held invalid, the invalid-
ity of the remainder of the Act and ap-
plication to other persons or circumstances
shall not be affected.
Takes Effect
Section 14. This ordinance shall take
effect upon its passage.
Passed and approved May 12, 1947.
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
AN ORDINANCE for Licensing
AND Regulating Taxi-Cabs
Be it ordained by the City Council of
the City of Laconia, as follozvs
:
Section 1. Every motor vehicle used
or to be used for the conveyance of per-
sons, for hire from place to place within
the City of Laconia, save as excepted
following, shall be deemed a taxi-cab
within the meaning of this ordinance.
Exceptions: A motor vehicle subject to
regulation by the Public Utilities Com-
mission of the State of New Hampshire
;
sightseeing buses designed to carry eight
or more persons from a fixed place to
places of interest about the city ; motor
vehicles collecting fares by tickets or
coupons sold for interstate transportation
and cars for hire used for carrying pas-
sengers for attendance at marriages,
funerals, christenings, and for use in
ceremonial parades.
Section 2. No person, firm or corpora-
tion shall operate or cause to be operated
a taxicab, unless licensed as herein pro-
vided. No license shall be issued unless
and until the Mayor and City Council
have issued a certificate that public con-
venience and necessity require the opera-
tion of said taxicab. Application for such
certificate shall be made on forms provided
by the City Clerk, who shall keep a
record of all applications and licenses
granted, and all licenses shall be num-
bered in order as granted. All applica-
tions shall set forth the name, age, and
address of the applicant ; the trade name
under which the applicant does or pro-
poses to do business ; where proposed
stands and garages, if any, are to be
located ; the number of vehicles the ap-
plicant desires to operate, with a clear
description of each vehicle, and such other
facts as the Mayor and Council may
require. No license granted hereunder
shall be sold, assigned or transferred.
Section 3. Upon presentation of such
certificate within thirty days from its
date, and satisfactory evidence that
license fees herein required have been
paid, and that an insurance policy or
certificate hereinafter required has been
approved and filed, and that the applicant
is thoroughly familiar with the topo-
graphy of the City of Laconia as here-
inafter required, the Mayor and City
Council may issue to the applicant a
license for each taxicab set out in said
certificate. The license fee shall be Ten
Dollars ($10.00) annually from the date
of issuance for each taxicab.
Section 4. Every applicant for license to
operate a taxicab shall file with the City
Clerk before the license is issued, a jwlicy,
or certificate of liability insurance, cover-
ing the period of license, and for each
taxicab for which license is sought ; said
policy or certificate of liability insurance
to be accepted and approved by the City
Solicitor and issued by a company author-
ized to do business in the State of New
Hampshire, indemnifying the applicant in
the sum of at least Five Thousand Dol-
lars ($5,000) for injury to one person
and Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) for
any injuries arising out of one accident,
and for property damage to the amount
of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) in
any one accident through the operation
of the taxicab of the applicant. Said certi-
ficate or policy of liability insurance shall
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have incorporated in it as part of said
policy that it will not be cancelled, ex-
cept upon ten (10) days written notice
to the assured, and to the City Clerk of
Laconia, New Hampshire.
Section 5. The Alayor and City
Council shall not issue a license to operate
a taxicab unless the applicant satisfies the
Mayor and Council or their duly de-
signated representative that said appli-
cant is thoroughly familiar with the
topography of the City of Laconia.
Section 6. The Chief of Police of the
City of Laconia may in the interest of
public safety, after twenty-four hours
notice, order anj^ person, firm or corpora-
tion operating a taxicab to present such
taxicab to the Chief of Police for a
proper inspection for mechanical defects
by a competent mechanic.
Section 7. Upon the conviction of a
violation of this ordinance by any operator
licensed under this ordinance, or of any
oflFense against the laws of the State of
New Hampshire, the Mayor and City
Council may, in its discretion, suspend
or revoke such license.
Section 8. Whoever violates any of
the provisions of this ordinance shall be
liable to a penalty not to exceed Ten
Dollars ($10.00) for each offense, to be
recovered for the use of the City of
Laconia by complaint before the Muni-
cipal court for the City of Laconia.
Section 9. All ordinances or parts of
ordinances inconsistent with this ordi-
nance are hereby repealed ; this ordinance
to take effect thirty (30) days after it is
adopted by the Mayor and City Council.
Passed and approved May 12, 1947
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
AN ORDINANCE Relative to Re-
naming Casino Square, So-
Called.
Whereas the Mayor and City Council
recognize the services rendered to the
City of Laconia by the late Dr. Armand
Normandin, and
Whereas the City of Laconia lost one
of its most distinguished and best loved
citizens, and
Whereas the beloved Dr. Armand
Normandin unselfishly devoted his life
to the welfare of this community, and
Whereas the City Government desires
to express its respect, affection and re-
gard to the late Dr. Armand Normandin
for his untiring services to the citizens
of the City of Laconia.
Be it ordained by the Alayor and City
Council of the City of Laconia as follows :
Tliat the area from the intersection of
Union Avenue, and Winter Street and
Church Street, by the intersections of
Davis Place and Strafford Street to the
intersection of Union Avenue and Gilford
Avenue, commonly called and known as
Casino Square be, and it hereby is,
changed to Dr. Armand Normandin
Square.
This ordinance shall take effect upon
its passage.





passed during the Year
ending February 15, 1948
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A RESOLUTION Authorizing
Temporary Loans to an Amount
Not Exceeding Two Hundred
Fifty Thousand Dollars in An-
ticipation OF Taxes of the Pres-
ent Municipal Year.
Resolved by the City Council of the
City of Laconia, as jollotvs
:
That for the purpose of meeting cur-
rent expenses of the City, the City Trea-
surer be and he hereby is authorized and
empowered to make temporary loans from
time to time for the use of said City of
sums not exceeding the aggregate amount
of $250,000.00, said loans being in the
anticipation of the taxes of the present
municipal year and hereby expressly made
payable therefrom, and to give for such
loan subject to the written approval of
the Committee on Finance, notes of the
City, each note to become due and pay-
able within one year from its date. Said
notes shall be signed by the Mayor and
City Treasurer and countersigned by the
City Clerk, shall be registered in the
books kept for that purpose in the offices
of the City Treasurer and City Clerk
resnectively.
This Resolution shall take effect upon
its passage.
Passed and approved March 31, 1947.
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A RESOLUTION Authorizing
THE City Engineer to Advertise
Contracts for Bids.
Resolved by the City Council of the
City of Laconia, as follozvs:
That the City Engineer be and he here-
by is authorized and empowered to ad-
vertise for bids CONTRACT E, entitled
"Construction of Sewage Pumping Sta-
tions", and CONTRACT S-1. entitled
"Construction of Sewers and Force
Mains", according to proposals and speci-
fications submitted by the engineering
firm of Metcalf & Eddy, dated December,
1946; said proposals to contain provisions
that the City Council shall reserve to
itself the right to accept or reject any or
all bids.
Passed and approved March 31, 1947.
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A resolution authorizing the city
clerk to employ additional assist-
ance.
Resolved by the City Council of the
'City of Laconia, as folloivs:
1. The City Clerk is hereby authorized
to employ a bookkeeper or bookkeeper-
stenographer in addition to his present
staff, at such salary as shall be approved
by the Finance Committee.
2. This Resolution shall take effect
upon its passage.
Passed and approved March 31, 1947.
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In the Year of Our Loru One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A resolution authorizing the various
departments of the city government
to function until their budgets vov
the fiscal year are approved.
Resolved by the City Council of the
City of Laconia, as folloivs:
That all departments of the Laconia
City Government be and they are hereby
authorized to carry on their usual func-
tions until the budget of each department
for the fiscal year is passed on and ap
proved by the City Council.
Passed and approved March 31, 1947.
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In THE Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A RESOLUTION Ratifying the
Proceedings of the City Council
IN Electing City Officials at
THE Inaugural Meeting of the
Mayor and City Council.
Resolved by the City Council of the
City of Laconia. as folloivs:
1. The votes and proceedings of the
City Council at the inaugural meeting of
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the Mayor and City Council, March 25,
1947, by which City officials were elected
are hereby legalized, ratified and con-
firmed.
2. This Resolution shall take cft'ect
upon its passage.




In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A resolution upon the death of earl
FLANDERS.
Rcsoh'cd by the City Council of tlie
City of Laconia, as follozvs:
Whereas the Mayor and City Council
have learned with profound regret of the
death of Earl Flanders, and
Whereas we recognize that in his
passing the City of Laconia has lost a
loyal, efficient and devoted public ser-
vant, whose long and faithful service has
had a marked beneficial influence on the
welfare and progress of the City.
Be It Therefore Resolved that the
Mayor and City Council in regular meet-
ing assembled do hereby extend our sin-
cere sympathy on the passing of Earl
Flanders, and tender our earnest expres-
sion of gratefulness for his honest and
untirinsT efforts in behalf of the City ; and
Be it further resolved that this Reso-
lution be engrossed on the permanent
records of the City ; and that a copy of
this Resolution be sent to the family of
the late Earl Flanders.
Passed and approved April 28, 1947.
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A resolution making appropriations
for the year ending FEBRUARY 15, 1948.
Rcsoh'cd by the City Council of the
City of Laconia, as follozvs:
That the following appropriations be made
for the year ending February 15, 1948,
which appropriations shall be in full for













Whereas the Mayor and City Council
recognize that invaluable services were
rendered the City of Laconia by Ralph
C. Kimball, who served the City as a
member of the City Council, and that in
the passing of Ralph C. Kimball the City
has lost a loyal and distinguished public
servant
Be it therefore resolved that the
Mayor and City Council in regular meet-
ing assembled do hereby extend our sin-
cere sympathy on the passing of Ralph
C. Kimball, and tender our earnest ex-
pression of gratefulness for his honest
and untiring efforts in behalf of the City
;
and
Be it further resolved that this Reso-
lution be engrossed on the permanent
records of the City ; and that a copy of
this Resolution be sent to the family of
the late Ralph C. Kimball.
Passed and approved August 25, 1947.
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A resolution upon the death of
CHARLES HENRY PERKINS.
Resolved by the City Council of the
City of Laconia, as follows:
Whereas the Mayor and City Council
have learned with sincere regret of the
death of Charles Henry Perkins, and
Whereas the Mayor and Council
recognize that in the passing of Charles
Henry Perkins, the City of Laconia lost
a loyal and public servant, who during
his lifetime, served the City of Laconia
and many public offices including that of
Mayor of the City of Laconia.
Be IT therefore resolved that the
Mayor and City Council in regular meet-
ing assembled do hereby e.xtend our sin-
cere sympathy on the passing of Charles
Henry Perkins, and tender our earnest
expression of gratefulness for his honest
and untiring efforts in behalf of the City
;
and
Be it further resolved that this Reso-
lution be engrossed on the permanent
records of the City ; and that a copy of
this Resolution be sent to the family of
the late Charles Henry Perkins.
Passed and approved August 25, 1947.
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A resolution relatix'e to raising money
by taxation for the year ending FEB-
RUARY 15, 1948.
Resolved by the City Council of the
City of Laconia, as follozvs:
That there shall be raised and there is
ordered to be raised on the polls and
estate liable to be taxed within said City
the sum of seven hundred forty-six thou-
sand one hundred forty-six and twenty-
seven hundredths ($746,146.27) dollars to
defray the necessary expenses and charges
of the City for the financial year ending
February 15, 1948.
Passed and approved September 8, 1947.
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A resolution authorizing temporary
loans to an amount not exceeding
three hundred thousand dollars in
anticipation of taxes of the present
municipal year.
Resolved by the City Council of the
City of Laconia, as follozvs:
That for the purpose of meeting current
expenses of the City, the City Treasurer
be and he hereby is authorized and em-
powered to make temporary loans from
time to time for the use of said City of
sums not exceeding the aggregate amount
of $300,000.00. said loans being in the an-
ticipation of the taxes of the present muni-
cipal year and hereby expressly made
payable therefrom, and to give for such
loan subject to the written approval of
the Committee on Finance, notes of the
City, each note to become due and payable
within one year from its date. Said notes
shall be signed by the Mayor and City
Treasurer and countersigned by the City
Clerk, shall be registered in the books
kept for that purpose in the offices of the
City Treasurer and City Clerk respec-
tively.
This Resolution shall take effect upon
its passage.





In the Year of Otr Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A resolution authorizing the issuance
OF BONDS FOR PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS
AND DEPARTMENTAL EQUIPMENT.
Resolved by the City Council of the
City of Laconia, as follows:
That bonds of the City of Laconia are
hereby authorized to be issued, to be signed
by the Mayor and countersigned by the
City Treasurer, and to have the seal of
the city affixed thereto, for a sum not
exceeding one hundred thousand dollars,
for the purpose of constructing highways,
sidewalks, surface drains, sanitary sewers,
and other public improvements of a per-
manent nature, and for the purpose of pur-
chasing departmental equipment of a last-
ing character as shall be determined upon
by the City Council to be needed ; such
bonds shall be serial bonds extending for
a period of ten years from the date of
their issue, and shall be made payable to
bearer with interest coupons attached,
bearing interest at a rate not to exceed
2% per annum and an equal amount of
said bonds shall be taken up annually
from the date of their issue.
That said bonds shall be payable in ac-
cordance with the laws of the State of
New Hampshire, and the place of pay-
ment and the rate of interest, shall be
determined by the Mayor and Council.
That the City Clerk be instructed to
ask for bids for the purchase of said
bonds, such bids to be submitted to the
Mayor and Council for action.
Passed and approved October 27, 1947.
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A resolution relating to sewage dis-
posal.
Resolved by the City Council of the
City of Laconia, as follozvs:
That the Mayor be, and he hereby is
authorized and directed to proceed with
the plans for and construction of a sewage
treatment plant in accordance with the
terms of letter and proposal of Hayden,
Harding, and Buchanan dated June 27th,
1947.
Passed and approved October 27, 1947.
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A resolution authorizing the execu-
tion of a note to an amount of
$10,000.00 dollars for the purchase
AND installation OF A LIGHTING SYS-
TEM.
Resolved by the City Council of the
City of Laconia, as follows:
That for the purpose of purchasing a
lighting system, and the installation thereof
on the athletic fields of the Laconia High
School that the City Clerk be and hereby
is authorized and empowered to execute
a note to an amount of $10,000.00 to the
Laconia National Bank, said note to be-
come due and payable within three years
from its date. Said note shall be signed
by the Mayor and City Treasurer and
countersigned by the City Clerk, shall be
registered in the books kept for that pur-
pose in the offices of the City Treasurer
and City Clerk respectively.
This resolution shall take effect upon
its passage.
Passed and approved November 24, 1947
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In THE Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A resolution pertaining to coasting on
CERTAIN streets.
Resolved by the City Council of the
City of Laconia, as follozvs:
1. Edwards Street, Oak Street (from
Pleasant to Main), Lafayette Street, Mor-
rill Street and a street to be designated
I)y the Councilman from Ward 6, and a
street to be designated by the Councilman
from Ward 1, are hereby designated as
streets set aside for coasting.
2. The Police Department shall close
said streets for vehicular traffic on week-
days between the hours of three o'clock
and five o'clock in the afternoon; on
Saturdays in addition thereto said streets
shall be closed to vehicular traffic between
the hours of ten and twelve in the fore-
noon. On Sundays the said streets shall
be closed to said traffic from three to five
o'clock in the afternoon.
3. This Resolution shall be in effect
only when weather conditions warrant the
use of said streets for coasting purposes.
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4. The Street Department, in sanding
said streets, shall use discretion in leaving
sufficient area for coasting purposes.
5. This Resolution shall take effect
upon its passage.
Passed and approved December 29, 1947
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Seven
A resolution allocating proceeds from
bond issue.
Resolved by the Cily Council of the
City of Laconia, as follozi's:
That the sum of $100,00U.UU from the
bond issue of December 1, 1947, be set
aside by the City Treasurer in a separate
account which account shall allocate the
following sums to the following purposes,
that such sums shall be used only for such
purposes, and none other.
Sidewalks
:























In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Eight
A resolution upon the death of
CHARLES L. KIMBALL.
Resolved by the City Council of the
City of Laconia, as follozvs:
Whereas the Mayor and City Council
have learned with sincere regret of the
death of Charles L. Kimball ; and
Whereas the Alayor and City Council
recognize that in the passing of Charles L.
Kimball, the City of Laconia lost a loyal
public servant, who during his lifetime
served the City of Laconia as a member
of the City Council and as chairman of
the Board of Assesore for many years.
Be it therefore resolved that the
Mayor and City Council in regular meet-
ing assembled do hereby extend our sm-
cere sympathy on the passing of Charles L.
Kimball, and tender our earnest expres-
sion of gratefulness for his honest and
untiring efforts in behalf of the City ; and
Be it further resolved that this Reso-
lution be engrossed on the permanent re-
cords of the City ; and that a copy of this
Resolution be sent to the family of the
late Charles L. Kimball.
Passed and approved January 26, 1948.
Albert A. Parmentier
Mayor
In the Year of Our Lord One Thou-
sand Nine Hundred and Forty-Eight
A resolution authorizing the various
departments of the city government
to function until their budgets for
THE fiscal year ARE APPROVED.
Resolved by the City Council of the
City of Laconia, as follows:
That all departments of the Laconia
City Government be and hereby are au-
thorized to carry on their usual functions
until the budget of each department for
the fiscal year is passed and approved by
the present City Council.
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BmXHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF LACONIA FOR THE




Name of Fother Maiden Name of
Mother
Ion. 1 Annette Lorraine 1
1 Peter John 1
2 Edwin Albert 3
3 Kathleen 9
4 Jeraldine Ann 1
4 Dorothea 4
4 John Charles 3
4 Charles Bowen I
5 Mildred Anette I
5 Daniel Scott II
8 Marcy Eileen 1
8 Michael Albert 3
8 Anita Patty 5
8 David Elliott 2
8 Paula Ann 2
8 Philip Martin 3
10 Stephen Dana 3
10 Normon Donald Roger 9
11 Ellen Irene 1
11 Sandra Ruth 1
12 Richard Paul 4
12 Beverly Ann 1
12 Wade Leon 3
12 Nancy Barbara 2
12 Sanborn 1
13 Carol Ann 1
14 Lorraine 4
14 Janis Louise 4
14 Nelson Thomas, Jr. I
15 Edward Durell 2
16 Jonva Shane 2
16 Bonita Jean 3
17 Richard Neal Joseph 2
17 Wo Iter Lee 1
18 Roger Paul 1
18 Madonna Melina 1
18 Joy Allen 1
18 Janet Marilyn 4
18 Jeffrey Cowles 2
18 Dianne Elsie 2
18 Carlton Earl 1
19 Jacqueline Lee 1
19 Sandra Vodo 1
19 Suzanne Judy 1
19 Karen Elizabeth 1
20 Wesley James, Jr. 1
23 Leallen Paul 2
23 Robert Henry 4
24 Philip Victor, Jr. 1
Z5 Judith 1
26 Leslie Ann 1
28 Eileen Frances 4
29 Janet Marie 1
29 Janice Roe 3
29 Nancv Lee 2
29 Joseph Antonio II 1
31 Dennis Joseph 3
31 Gerard Joseph Soucy 2
Feb. 1 Beverly Betty 1
1 Louise Alice 2
1 Rosemary Elizabeth 2


























































I eslie H. Cota
G^Hon S. Dole
Robert A. Frechette






























































BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF LACONIA FOR THE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1947
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YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1947
BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF LACONIA FOR THE
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YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1947
BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF LACONIA FOR THE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31. 1947
Name of Child
(if any)

































































1 Eugene J. Morin
7 Richard H. Perkins
2 Chester A. Woodman
1 George H. Hunt
3 Owen G. Burtt
1 Roger J. Bourassa
1 Robert B. Loring
1 Francis M. Monahan
2 Edmund W. Stevenson
2 George P. Morrill
3 Eugene M. Brindis
3 Albert A. J. Blackey
2 Bradley L. Wallace
1 Thomas E. Pryor
1 Grant C. Woodbury
1 Allan C. Richardson
3 Theodore W. Blanchard
1 Robert J. Scott
2 Lawrence E. Fogg
2 Martin H. Chertok
9 Allison J. Dupont
2 Omer H. Paquette
1 Jomes M. Carroll
1 Adiard O. Brochu
1 Lionel D. St. Gelais
2 Robert B. Dearborn
1 Worren C. McVey
3 Lester G. Doane
2 Richard L. Eddv
1 Melvin G. Huckins
1 David Philbrirk
1 Everett E. Clifford
2 Leonard A. Metcalf
4 Leslie S. Weeks
2 Theodore E. Moulton
2 Andrew W. Eldridge
1 Gordon E. Barton
1 Frank D. Sullivan Jr.
2 Robert D. Brown
2 Roger M. Lindsay
2 Roger L. Harris
3 Leo B. Cousens
1 E^ward A. Hughes Jr.
1 Herbert L. Waldron
2 Philip A. Holland
1 Pmest R. Laro
3 Robert I. Hinds
1 Robert A. Hickey
2 Henry J. Fields
1 Lewis G. Lomothe
2 Gerald W. Ellis
1 Arthur E. Rounds
2 Charles R. Proctor
1 Edsel A Woodward
3 Alfred T. Bilodeou
1 Lawrence J. Lumbra
2 RprnarH R. Robinson
1 Richard F. Wadleigh
.? Earl H. Woodman
2 Edward C. Davis































































BERTHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF LACONIA FOR THE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31. 1947
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BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF LACONIA FOR THE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1947
BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF LACONIA FOR THE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1947
BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF LACONIA FOR THE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1947
BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF LACONIA FOR THE
YEAR ENDING DECEJMBER 31, 1947
BlHTHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF LACONIA FOR THE
YEAR EI^DING DECEMBER 31, 1947
Name of Child
(if any)
Nome of Father Maiden Name of
Mother
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF LACONIA FOR
THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1947








Jan. 1 Clinton Sidney Durkee
Jennie Sargent Leavitt
1 Alan Edward Warren
Edna Lorine Burleigh
2 Norman Emery Thibodeau
Etta Asenethe Dyer
3 Vono John Johnson
Madeline Gertrude Heselton
4 Gordon Arnold Kendall
Alice Elizabeth Peterson
6 William George Maheux
Georgiana Lavalley
9 Donald Adolph Stecker
Gwendolyn Myrtle Reneou
10 Edward Page Davis
Mildred Marcia Dupont
10 Frank Hazen Flanders
Cecile Bourque Ayotte




18 David Alexander Ayre
Mory Louise Ober
Feb.
18 Norman Joseph Clement
Rowena Elsie Fitzpotrick
18 Norman CIvde Baker
Dorothy Mary Harkins
21 E"ie Roland Carrier
Rosemory Darling
25 Cl>-de Everett Parris
Elsie Levono Shields
26 A'thur Delohis Casev
Georgetta Roselle Casey
26 Roland Joseph Cormier
Ruth Marie Foster
31 lewis Henrv Gallien
Virginio Mae Severance
1 F'ancis Alfred Betourne
Estelle Constance Bisson
1 Donald Chan Lonaley
Dorothy Mae Quinn
Loconia
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MARRIAGES REGISTERKD IN THE CITY OF LACONIA FOR
THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1947








Mar. 1 Wilbur Otis Dennison
Evelyn Little
1 Charles Frank Smith
Evelyn Mae Brown
1 Claude Philip Goddord
Doris Marion Dow
4 Lyonel Theodore Goddord
Eleanor Bean
15 Neale Alvah Freeto
Barbara May Papps
18 Ralph Clinton Stevens
Winnie Maude Crosse




22 Lewis Warren Pinard
Muriel Verbal Sornberger
24 Albert Gleason Hastings
Josie Bowles Copp
27 Robert William Kelley
Barbara Ruth Felker
29 Charles Anthony Siemietkoski
Agnes Elise Springer
29 Robert Victor Muzzey
Mary Alice Muriel Lavallee
29 John George Poller
Shirley Frances Colby
29 Clifford Victor Clark
Helen Kelley Bronson
29 Alessio Peter Coporaso
Elizabeth Weyers
31 John Frances McCofferty
Gilberto Mary Anne Richards
Apr. 2 Michael Dominic Giovonello
Grace Louise Scola
12 Roland Emmanuel Gogne
Jeanne Georgette Jean
12 Carl Edwin McArthur
Anno Sjoasted
12 Robert Edword Monohon
;
Phyllis Harriett Derosio
Laconia 40 Rev. Pierre DuPont
Laconia 25 Vuilleumier,
Laconia
Laconic 41 Rev. Marshall M.
Canterbury 36 Stevenson,
Canterbury
Laconia 24 Rev. Frank P.
Laconia 20 Fletcher,
Laconia
Laconia 22 Bernard I. Snier-
Laconio 19 son, JP,
Laconia
Laconia 18 Rev. Frank J.
Laconic 19 Coleman,
Laconia
Laconic 59 Rev. Frank J. Cole-
Laconic 70 man.
Laconic
Bristol 33 Rev. A. Brownlow
Laconic 23 Thompson,
Bristol
Laconia 38 Robert P. Tilton, JP,
Manchester 42 Laconic
Laconia 22 Rev. Ernest A.
Concord 22 Shepcrd,
Concord
Holderness 23 Guy U. Home, JP,
Laconic 19 Meredith
Laconic 21 Rev. Joseph Stop-
Laconic 16 ford,
Plymouth
Laconia 44 Rev. Raymond J.
Laconia 49 Bean,
Lakeport
Laconia 21 Rev. Raymond J.
Laconic 20 Bean,
Lakeporf
Cliffside Pk.,NJ 20 Rev. Frank P.
Laconic 20 Fletcher,
Laconia
Laconia 31 Rev. Frank P.
Meredith 37 Fletcher,
Laconic
Waterb'y, Conn. 30 Robert V. John-
Amsterdam, Hoi. 41 son, JP,
Laconic
Lowell, Mass. 27 Robert V. John-
Miami, Flo. 27 son, JP,
Laconia
Boston, Mass. 23 William W.
Boston, Moss. 16 Keller, JP,
Laconic
Laconic 28 Rev. Doric P. Des-
Manchester 27 niissecux,
Manchester
Laconic 22 Rev. Samuel Lowe,
Laconic 20 Ccmpton
Laconia 26 Rev. John W. Sliney,
Laconic 22 Laconia
17
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31 Gerald Norman Wescott
Marie Cecile Janet Morin
31 Wilfred Sylvester Belair
Eleanor Augusta Perkins
June 1 John Edward Mont
Elizabeth Ann Lord
2 Arthur Norman Lageux
Betty M. Lees
7 Arthur Lorin Mocalaster
Harriet Josephine Leslie
7 Harvy Girard Houle
Claire Eleanor Dupont
7 Charles Tarbell Campbell
Germaine Simonne Lampro.i
7 Anthony Joseph Alfono
Dorothy Labrecque




7 George Theodore Pelletier
Helen Eva Giguere
9 E-^word Francis Morrissey
Mary Gianco
12 Sheldon Elmer Humiston
Doris Louise Simoneau
13 Saunderson Hall Dunlop Jr.
Janet Tresa Carignan
14 Delphis Joseph Vermette Jr.
Rita Georgianna Hughes
14 John Morrison Tillotson V
Nellie Clay Thompson
14 Delivon Dana Tavlor
Priscilla Moxine Ludwick




14 Arnold Joseph Enan
Theresa Lillian Simoneau
14 Theodore John Finneoan
Elizabeth Moe Collins
Franklin
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Aug. 4 Leo Conrad Audet
Mary Isabelle Jackson
4 Carroll Ingalls Ober Jr.
Jean Tilton Knowlton




9 Herbert Edwin Nelson
Bernice Dorothy Jordan
9 Albert Joseph Leblanc
Margaret Josephine Anderson
9 George Charles Haines
Yvonne Ann Gonyer
9 Leo Edward Davis
Virginia Louise Davis
10 Urodel Philetos Covey, Jr.
Charlotte Marie Brown
12 Adelard Alorious Nault
Bernice Evelyn Bloke
15 k'on-oth Norman N-jtter
Ethelyn Gardner Rollins
16 Edward Ferguson Wild
Dorothy Pauline Nelson
16 leonord AHam Merk-von
Aileen Kathryn LaCasse
16 Joseph Ran let Chase, Jr.
Corinne Lee
19 Lee Blonchard Henry
Priscilla Glazier Camp
19 Georae Evans D'nsmore
Ardell Zoe Taylor
23 0-man Willis Bean
Hendrika Mary Sliva
23 Rooer Lionel Bissonnette
Barbara Marie Boudreau
23 F'o-k Ernest Robbins
Ethel Louise Anderson
25 Robert John Wn^e
Elizabeth Jean Chapman
25 Rici^ard Marc Corriveau
Marie May Duquette
Laconia 25
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14 Roy Ernest Campbell
Marguerite Althea Smith
14 Arthur Hutchinson Weeks
Mildred Shirley Hudson
16 William Carl Laipples
Elaine Anita Reister
Lake City, Flo. 28
Laconia 26




19 Claude James Strout
Hozel Adelia Doherty
20 Ralph Charles Tucker
Virginia Elizabeth Noyes
20 Kenneth August Larrivee
Loda Carolyn Krause
20 Harold Franklin Pettis, Jr.
Theresa Claire Roberts
20 Earl Amos Bryenton
Nellie Clark Bryant
20 Fre'*erick Edwin Fields
Margaret Helen Tylar
23 G'fford Edmund Francis
Helene Marie Schorb
27 Roger Desire Baron
Elizabeth Violet Mansfield
27 Paul Alfred Drouin
Charlotte Hope Nelson
28 Sherman Avery Hayford
Gladys Pauline Tomasik
28 Robert D'lane Gendron
Beverly Agnes Roach
O'.t. 3 William Francis Tavlor Jr.
Marilyn Elaine Milette
4 Francis David Fecteou
Doris Marie Gay
4 A'c''ie C'iff Herbert
Irene Mary Girouord
4 Rnhert Ri'hoH Henry
Alice Irene Boudreau
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6 Gerard William Dion
Irene Beatrice Soucy
8 Richard Coleman Hughes
Albertine Mary Collette
8 Richard Elmer Rollins
Dorothy Vincet Swift
11 Celon Edward Kelley
Anita Theresa Twombly
15 Clayton Roland Eaton
Joan McKee
15 Norman Moore Dexter
Helen Robinson Smith
15 Phillip Weston Ansell
Leoine Hale Woodworth
15 Rolond A. Nadeau
Beuloh M. Colburn
15 Walter Daniel McLaughlin, Jr.
Rita Eleanor Doucette
22 C'ifton Eugene Higgins
Jeanette Phyllis Page
22 D^na Selden Beane Jr.
Gilda Ethellyn Ellis
27 Louis Edward Lufz
Pauline Elliott
27 EHward Tt'omas Ahern
Loretta Marie Bisson
27 RollanH Valmore Smith
Marcelle Poulin
29 l-vin Roland Barton
Helen Bowmon Vallee
29 Roland Carl Jesseman
Noreen Hatfield Gray
29 Enri Harrison Wells
Willetta Florence Appleton
29 I ou/is E^win Smith
Olive Virginia Dicey
29 Thomos Ad'ion Romprey
Vera I'ene Bolduc
6 C'fi'te' A'th'ir Davis Jr.
Joan Louise White
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7 William Rudolph Neill
Doris Hazel Wilkins
20 Daniel George Maclntyre
Dorothy Marie Rose Drouin
21 Robert Paul Loverin
Margaret Elizabeth Goranson
23 Charles Leonard Alexander
Florence Louise Dame
25 Wilmont Guthrie Sellar
Helene Elizabeth Dudley
27 Donald Bernard Tabor
Elizabeth Mary Everett
27 Joseph Anthony Landry
Frances Mary Hopkins
27 Harry Lowell Bryant, Jr.
Nancy Marie Head
27 William Henry Boyd
Gertrude Angeline Gagne
31 Harold Elmer Ripley
Gladys Burley Hughes
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15 Emma A. Smoll
16 Donald B. Harriman
19 Elmer I. Cutting
23 Olin L. Philbrook
24 Clover P. Picard
29 Edword P. Abbott
31 Ida W. Karnan
3 Rose Landry
4 Margaret M. LaRoche 31
6 Ivanilla E. Lund 76
6 Edith V. Butler 69
6 Elizabeth A. Allen
7 William L. Chase 79
11 Axel O. A. Karlberg 43
12 Cora E. Davis 75
12 Elizabeth V.McCartney 70
12 Amyette L. Worthen 48
19 Mary L. Simpson
21 Joseph H. Provencal
23 Mlldrd C. Gilman
28 Leah M. Hoyford
30 Eve A. Samaha
3 Edith A. Swoin
3 Catherine E. Haberland 48
10 Bert H. Decker 70
13 Clora M. Currier 91
14 Arthur M. Greenwood 71
14 John F. O'Loughlin 45
15 Bertrand N. Files
16 Malvina Gamache
17 William J. Blake
19 Vinna E. Ring
19 Rudolphe Simard
21 Earl P. Dunn
22 Leroy F. Lincoln, Jr.
22 George W. Kimball
22 Lillian Needham
22 William H. McGrath 88
24 Margaret M. Chaplain 75
24 Myrtle E. G. Young 80
25 Jessie A. Currier 67






























































































































DEATHS OCCURRING AT BELKNAP COUNTY HOME FOR THE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1947
Jon. 5 Mary A. Shampanoy 89 9 23
Moy 12 Lord W. Brown 74 4 9
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